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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
The energy systems of most countries are undergoing a very rapid evolu on. The reasons for
these changes are found in several domains, in par cular the (1) increasing consciousness of the
importance of reducing greenhouse gas emissions and mi ga ng the eﬀects of climate change,
(2) necessity of adop ng all means of increasing energy eﬃciency and reducing energy
consump on, (3) devasta ng financial crisis undermining the societal models progressively
constructed in the last century and (4) geopoli cal events changing the shape of countries and
their mutual rela ons.
These drivers reverberate across the energy system and have triggered two important opportuni es: the rapid deployment of renewable energy sources and the increasing need to empower
local resources and responsibili es. Wind genera on is being used in several countries as a
major renewable energy source—mostly connected at the transmission level—and is contributing an important share of the energy mix. At the same me, solar photovoltaic is gaining importance as a distributed source of energy. New technologies and approaches for managing the
load are also being developed, unleashing poten al new roles and business models that allow
local users to become actors in the energy system. Under these circumstances, we have variable
and partly uncontrollable genera on on one side, and a poten ally higher level of load control
and flexibility on the other side. Consequently, the design, management and control of the
electricity networks are changing, requiring stronger and smarter networks to maintain the
con nuous, delicate equilibrium between genera on and load that prevents instability and
blackouts.
Although based on a similar holis c view of smart and strong electricity networks, the smart grid
solu ons to be used in diﬀerent countries are inherently varied because they must be adapted
to local condi ons, infrastructure and policies. In this context, interna onal collabora on and
knowledge exchange are essen al for leveraging resources and avoiding duplica on of eﬀorts.
ISGAN, as an ini a ve of the Clean Energy Ministerial, has the explicit role of contribu ng to the
exchange of experiences among its 25 par cipa ng countries.
This case book, prepared by ISGAN Annex 6 (Power T&D System), is the first step of a comprehensive process of surveying, analysing and discussing important achievements in the applicaon of smart grid approaches. This process will provide valuable findings to guide and inform all
par es interested in this field. This case book highlights real applica ons of smart grid approaches and technologies for the transmission and distribu on domains in seven countries. It also
describes and discusses lessons learned from the applica on of HVDC technologies, wide area
monitoring and smart substa ons. In the distribu on field, the case book addresses measures to
maximise the hos ng capacity of variable renewables and to integrate the response of users
toward the applica on of flexible tariﬀs. Addi onal projects will be added progressively in future
edi ons of the case book, and an online version will be developed.
I would like to express my sincere thanks to the coordina on team of Annex 6, with special reference to Bo Normark, Susanne Ackeby and Carl Ohlen from Sweden. Special tribute must also be
paid to the na onal experts from Ireland, Sweden, the United States, Italy, South Africa, France
and Austria for providing data, informa on and insight. Thanks to their eﬀorts, this case book
represents a valuable reference for the deployment of smart and strong electricity grids. Enjoy
the reading!
Michele de Nigris
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INTRODUCTION
Spotlight on a Smart and Strong T&D System
New Challenges Require a Smart and Strong Power Infrastructure
Transmission and Distribu on (T&D) systems face many new challenges. Increased
variability in genera on, which may produce large and unpredictable fluctua ons in the
power balance as well as varia ons in voltage, may jeopardize the quality and availability of power. Conven onal T&D systems were not designed to accommodate variable
genera on from renewable energy sources (RES), a share that is progressively increasing
in the genera on energy mix. A move towards distributed genera on, including solar
photovoltaic (PV), further complicates electricity T&D systems. In addi on to changing
genera on sources, changing demand pa erns are being introduced through new types
of loads, such as electric vehicles, and increased deployment of energy eﬃcient technologies, such as eﬃcient appliances and ligh ng. Increasing electrifica on of the hea ng
sector, through the use of eﬃcient heat pumps, will also likely increase varia on in load.
The T&D system has to be smarter and stronger to provide the real- me flexibility
needed to eﬃciently handle the new condi ons. Investments in smart and strong T&D
systems are essen al to enable an eﬃcient global clean energy society. T&D system
investment needs are large and require long-term planning and deployment. Consideraons include more eﬃcient solu ons with lower environmental impacts to address the
environmental concerns and public acceptance issues that o en arise when constructing addi onal conven onal transmission lines.
The increased electrifica on and growing complexity of supply and demand requires a
holis c system approach for power T&D development, for the following three reasons:
•

The electrical system must balance supply and demand to maintain voltage and
frequency within strict limits. This requires increased knowledge and supervision
of system behaviour and wide-area implementa on of informa on and communica on technology (ICT) for monitoring, protec on, control, automa on, and
visualiza on. It also requires increased flexibility from power electronics, such as
flexible alterna ng current transmission systems (FACTS) and high-voltage direct
current (HVDC).

•

The increased share of total installed power from variable RES complicates
power system opera on by introducing less predictable and rapidly fluctua ng
condi ons, that require instantaneous system-wide compensa on and balancing of frequency and voltage.

•

Addi onal distributed genera on integrated through small-scale solar, wind, and
hydropower; and greater customer par cipa on in produc on through demand
response (some mes in combina on known as “prosumers”), substan ally
increase the interac on among T&D systems.
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Countries around the world have diﬀerent challenges, will use diﬀerent solu ons to
those challenges, and have reached diﬀerent maturity levels in the implementa on of
those solu ons. Smart grid solu ons are found across the en re electrical system, from
the high-voltage transmission grid through the distribu on grid and at the consumer
level. This casebook shares experiences from seven countries and from diﬀerent levels
in the electrical system. Although condi ons vary among countries, there is significant
common ground for sharing experiences.

Increased Digitaliza on
A holis c system will require even more advanced, accurate, and fast applica ons.
Within a sound business management system (BMS), supervisory control and data
acquisi on (SCADA), and other Network Informa on Systems (NIS), will improve and
automate management of energy, assets, distribu on and demand-side ac vi es, and
substa ons. This complex interdependence, illustrated in Figure 1, raises the urgent
need for interoperability among diﬀerent components and “systems of systems” from
diverse vendors that need to communicate with each other.

Figure 1: Illustra on of the informa on interdependencies of the power system.
A descrip on of the development of fully digital substa ons based on interna onal
standard IEC 61850 is given in the French case on page 72.
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Smart Transmission Grids
Making the grid smarter and stronger requires new solu ons for all levels of the electrical system. The main mechanism to make the power system more flexible is to allow for
faster changes in power flow. For more than one hundred years, the power system has
been an analog system, consis ng of bundles of copper wires and clicking contacts using
alterna ng current (AC), normally at 50 or 60 Hz frequency. Even if direct current (DC)
was used for local control in the substa on, the systems s ll used analog technologies.
Communica on has also been mainly analog, even if a power line carrier and radio used
higher frequencies.

Figure 2. The electrical system is increasingly integrated with informa on and
communica on technology.
Analog technologies s ll dominate the power system and domes c (home) systems, but
the last two to three decades have seen digital technology spread to almost every
aspect of our life. This digital evolu on provides the power system with new and be er
solu ons. Power system management and automa on with faster communica on of
greater quan es of data, and high-voltage technology with the development of power
electronics for FACTS and HVDC, are benefits seen from the conversion of analog to
digital signals. Power electronics for high-voltage alterna ng current (HVAC) and HVDC
transmission, in combina on with faster and more accurate ICT, form the core for the
design and opera on of a smarter and stronger grid.
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Descrip ons of the applica on of HVDC technology can be found in the Irish case (page
16) and also the Swedish case (page 26). The Swedish case describes the combina on of
diﬀerent transmission technologies: overhead lines (OHL), underground cables, HVDC,
and HVAC.
One further key aspect of smart grids is improved func onality for collec ng and
presen ng data about the grid. Smart grids have improved forecas ng tools, including
wide area measurement systems (WAMS).
WAMS are described in the United States’ case (page 36) and in the Italian case on page
48. Another possibility to improve network opera on is achieved by increasing situa onal awareness, which has been done in South Africa and is described on page 60.
A separate chapter discusses the global deployment of HVAC and HVDC transmission
solu ons, including high voltage technologies (HVT) and ICT. This chapter begins on page
9.

Smart Distribu on Grids
The distribu on grid has tradi onally been built with conven onal technologies that
oﬀer lower cost and greater reliability. However, the changes described in the energy
system demand new solu ons that enable eﬃcient means of mee ng the new challenges, without compromising reliability or resul ng in high costs. Increased controllability
and new market models will create opportuni es to solve these challenges. Tests and
implementa on of smart func onality in the distribu on grid have demonstrated
increased capability to ensure safe opera on of the grid closer to physical capability
limits and increased hos ng capacity for renewable electricity produc on, without the
need for investments in new primary infrastructure.
Examples of projects focused on increasing the hos ng capacity in distribu on networks
are given in the Austrian case on page 82.
The smart grid concept includes increased par cipa on of customers in the power
system. Par cipa on empowers customers that have access to their own produc on,
which increases the use of renewables in the grid’s genera on pool and also enables
diﬀerent mechanisms to change the customer load profile. A smoother load profile
improves the eﬃciency of the system. One way this could be achieved is by using the
market and new tariﬀ structures, such as Time-of-Use (ToU) tariﬀs, which have been
demonstrated to be eﬀec ve in shi ing the load profile. However, the ac ve par cipaon of customers is a very wide area of opportunity, where much more can be done with
even more sophis cated models.
The Italian case on page 94 describes the introduc on of ToU tariﬀs and their eﬀects on
the system.
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Integrated Energy Systems
Smart T&D systems have demonstrated significant benefits, providing alterna ve soluons for mee ng the new challenges facing the grid. In the coming years, smart T&D
systems will incorporate other applica ons, including heat and electrical systems, stor
age and electrical vehicles. Figure 3, featured in the Interna onal Energy Agency’s (IEA’s)
Energy Technology Perspec ves 2014, provides an illustra on of the overall picture. A
future casebook will expand the discussion to cover all of these areas.

Renewable energy resources
Smart transmission
and distribution
Smart energy
system control

Centralised power and
heat generation

Distributed
energy
resources
CCS

Pumped
hydro

Storage

Compressed air

Electrification of transport

Figure 3. A sustainable electrical system is a smarter, mul direc onal, and integrated
energy system that requires long-term planning for service delivery.
© OECD/IEA 2014 Energy Technology Perspec ves, IEA Publishing. Licence:
www.iea.org/t&c/termsandcondi ons, modified by ISGAN
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Important Lessons
The purpose of this casebook is to illustrate lessons learned and highlight a wide range
of applica ons related to power T&D systems or smart grids. The examples are intended
to support the value that smart grid solu ons can oﬀer in order to integrate renewable
energy, improve the market, ac vate customers, and increase the security of the genera on supply.
The following examples, chosen from various countries and addressing several technologies, oﬀer a variety of lessons learned:
•

United States: Synchrophasors increase power transmission in exis ng transmission infrastructure, allowing the introduc on of more renewable energy, and
increasing the reliability of electricity delivery.

•

Sweden: HVDC advanced voltage source converter (HVDC-VSC) technology
increases transmission capacity and helps avoid voltage collapse in the grid. AC
and DC overhead and underground cables are combined to upgrade the capacity in exis ng transmission corridors to minimize the environmental impacts.

•

Ireland: HVDC-VSC technology is used to build a combined submarine and
underground interconnector, linking two electricity markets and thereby
decreasing electricity prices and increasing the security of supply. The project
provides a good illustra on of community involvement, simultaneously increasing the acceptance of the project and youth interest in engineering.

•

Austria: Smart solu ons in the distribu on grid increase the hos ng capacity for
distributed energy resources, including renewable electricity produc on, other
types of distributed genera on, demand response, and electric vehicles. The
case illustrates that greater capacity can be created without adding primary
infrastructure.

•

France: Smart substa ons demonstrate how electrical equipment could safely
operate closer to physical limits, thereby minimizing a endant investments in
equipment improvements. At the same me, func onality has increased with
enhanced monitoring and diagnos cs. New sensor technologies improve operaon and maintenance of equipment.

•

South Africa: A new visualiza on system reduces down me and improves opera on, maintenance planning and fault-loca on.

•

Italy: Time-based tariﬀ systems (i.e. ToU tariﬀs) increase customer involvement
and improve the eﬃciency of the system by balancing peak and oﬀ-peak
consump on to be er fit with the availability of power. Several proposed applica ons may further improve the systems. In addi on, WAMS technology
improved the opera on of the transmission system by be er tracking of system
stress and dynamic phenomena that poten ally could lead to system disturbances.
6
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Casebook Structure
The case studies in this book illustrate a generic spectrum of solu ons and range of technologies deployed to improve the strength and resilience of the grid and further realize
the promise of a truly “smart” grid. Although countries share many similari es, the
needs and ul mate solu ons necessarily vary. The Interna onal Smart Grid Ac on
Network (ISGAN) member community has therefore contributed these projects to illustrate applica ons, solu ons, and technologies. This casebook includes both transmission and distribu on projects, selected to be geographically diverse and to illustrate the
following key drivers for building a smart electrical grid:
•

Integrate renewables (R)

•

Improve markets (M)

•

Engage customers (C)

•

Increase security supply (S)

Each case is structured to provide a general synopsis of the project by describing project
objec ves and benefits, technology used, results, and lessons learned.)
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Version 1.0 covers a range of examples, in summary:
Country:

Case:

Level:

Ireland

East-West HVDC Interconnector

TSO

Sweden

Embedded HVDC link

TSO

United States

Wide Area Reliability

TSO

Italy

WAMS experience in Italy

TSO

South Africa

Demand Response

TSO

France

Smart Substa on

Austria

Ac ve Distribu on Network

DSO

Italy

Customers’ response under medependent electricity prices

DSO

Reason:

TSO + DSO

Of course there are many examples of good smart grid projects that cover the levels of
transmission system operator (TSO) and distribu on system operator (DSO) from all
over the world that are not covered in this casebook. A number of these are men oned
in Chapter 11: “Related Projects” (page 106). The goal of this casebook is to be an
evolving document that is periodically updated with new and aligned projects, focusing
on both transmission and distribu on.
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The global deployment of HVT and ICT is summarized below. Examples of high-voltage
direct current (HVDC) include voltage source converter HVDC (HVDC-VSC), as well as
interoperability standards for ICT (e.g., IEC 61850) and the deployment of phasor measurement units (PMUs) for wide-area monitoring protec on and control (WAMPAC).
This chapter expands on ISGAN Annex 6 discussion papers and technology briefs (available online: h p://www.iea-isgan.org/index.php?r=home&c=5/378), focusing on applica on of new technology) and solu ons for “enhanced capacity, quality, flexibility and
eﬃciency of power delivery,” especially
•

Technology Brief: “THE SMART AND STRONG GRID: Connec ng Clean Energy
with People”

•

Discussion Paper: “SMARTER & STRONGER POWER TRANSMISSION: Review of
Feasible Technologies for Enhanced Capacity and Flexibility”

•

Discussion Paper: “FLEXIBLE POWER DELIVERY SYSTEMS: An Overview of Policies
and Regula ons and Expansion Planning and Market Analysis for the United
States and Europe”

The above work is based on a number of interna onal workshops, publica ons, and
input from experts and organiza ons, including the Interna onal Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), the Council on Large Electric Systems (CIGRE), the European Network of
Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E), the Global Smart Grid Federaon (GSGF), the European Distribu on System Operators’ Associa on (EDSO), GO15,
and other ini a ves.

Global Deployment of HVDC
Since 2000, a large increase in HVDC installa ons has been driven by a combina on of
new markets and applica ons and new technology development. “Classic” HVDC with
thyristors has been developed for ultra-HVDC (UHVDC; +/-800 kV) capable of more than
6,000 MW per transmission line, while HVDC-VSC with transistors (originally used for
500 MW) is being developed for higher voltages for converters and cables. HVDC-VSC
can already provide a capacity of more than 1,000 MW per system, and with further
development is expected to reach even greater capacity, especially for overhead lines.
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The recent increase in HVDC, as well as the planned future projects, has been driven by
three main applica ons:
•

Large-scale and long-distance transmission of hydropower; primarily in China,
India, and Brazil

•

Integra on of oﬀshore wind power; primarily in northern Europe and planned
for in North America

•

Trading interconnectors; primarily subsea in Europe and some North American
applica ons
MW HVDC

TThe
he following
follow
wiin
ng table
tablle shows regi
regional
ional installaa ons
ons of HVDC.
HVD
DC.
Region:
MW toFigure
2000: 4: Global
Percent:
MW to 2012:
installa ons of HVDC.

Percent:

Figure 4 shows the accumulated installed eﬀect of HVDC systems in the world, which is
also shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 presents the data divided into regions.
A revolu onary development in HVDC technology—high-power insulated gate bipolar
transistors (IGBT)—made VSC-based DC transmission system possible. The first pilot
system was built in 1997, and ABB completed the first commercial installa on. Other
manufacturers now oﬀer this technology, although the majority of systems in opera on
are by ABB. The concept has been further developed for higher voltages and lower
losses, and several projects are under execu on by ABB, Alstom Grid, and Siemens,
including several oﬀshore wind projects for the TSO Tennet.
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Figure 5 presents regional installa ons of HVDC:
MW to 2000:

Percent:

MW to 2012:

6737

14%

12427

9%

North America

16142

34%

29482

22%

South America

7575

16%

13125

10%

China

3050

6%

49260

37%

India

5100

11%

13600

10%

Other

8600

18%

14610

11%

47202

100%

132504

100%

Region:
EUR

ALL1

Percent:

Figure 5: Regional installa ons of HVDC.
1

Some of the older plants have been dismantled or replaced resulting in an estimate installed base 2012 of
120,000 MWi

HVDC-VSC has many addi onal and “smarter” features and advantages compared to
classic HVDC. It can rapidly control the power flow as well as the voltage, oﬀering unique
flexibility. Ini ally, HVDC-VSC was not intended for bulk power transmission but could be
used in many other applica ons. It is therefore not fair to just compare MW to MW
between classic HVDC and HVDC-VSC, because HVDC-VSC is o en used for low or moderate transmission capacity.
The HVDC-VSC technology with transistors can be used for all applica ons, including
subsea and underground cable applica ons with cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE)
extruded cables, but has seen par cularly extensive use in the following applica ons:
•

Oﬀshore applica ons (e.g., wind, wave, and oil pla orms)

•

As an alterna ve to AC and classic HVDC

•

Embedded HVDC within AC power system

•

DC grids (oﬀshore and onshore)

Global Deployment of IEC 61850 and PMU
ICTs monitor, protect, and control the power system. These technologies have developed over the course of more than 100 years from electromechanical devices, to sta c
devices, to fully digital microprocessor-based intelligent electronic devices (IEDs). In the
same manner, communica on lines have evolved from bundles of copper wires to fibre
op c cables.
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HVDC VSC (MW)

Figure 6: HVDC VSC projects in opera on or under construc on.
Figure 6 shows the accumulated eﬀect of HVDC-VSC systems in opera on or under
construc on.
Fast and reliable ICTs are equally important to power electronics to achieve a smart and
strong T&D system. While FACTS and HVDC provide a flexible infrastructure, they require
supervision and need to be constantly controlled. The fact that the system needs to be
supervised and controlled is not new, but today there is much more informa on delivered in real me from mul ple users in a wide area. This amount of informa on cannot
be managed manually, but has to be automated. A key breakthrough was the implementa on of IEC 61850 for Power U lity Automa on, which allowed fast communica on for
diﬀerent data for diﬀerent applica ons. First developed in 2004, this standard is now
implemented by all major manufacturers of devices and systems for protec on and
control of the power system, including for PMU and wide-area monitoring. In addi on,
the Common Informa on Model (CIM) standard is being adopted for IEC.
IEC 618580
The IEC Technical Commi ee 57, “POWER SYSTEMS management and associated informa on exchange,” is covering important parts of the interna onal standardiza on work
for smart grids, as described in its strategic business plan:

12
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•

Provide smart grid interoperability standards for power system management
and opera on.

•

Propagate and promote IEC 61850 as the Smart Grid core communica on standard for power system automa on of field devices and systems, both within and
outside of substa ons (e.g., for distribu on automa on, distributed energy
resources, monitoring & control in hydroelectric power plants, and wind
turbines).

•

Propagate and promote the use of IEC 61968 and 61970 CIM standards for enterprise-level Smart Grid func ons both within an individual u lity enterprise as
well as between u li es, transmission system operators (TSOs), and regional
transmission operators (RTOs).

IEC 61850 is primarily a global interna onal standard for substa on automa on. Much
more than just an open communica on protocol, IEC 61850 also covers engineering,
maintenance, and test procedures. In addi on, IEC 61850 models substa on equipment
and protec on and control func ons, enabling self-descrip on of connected devices
and exchange of informa on between engineering tools. IEC 61850 9-2 standardizes the
process by allowing integra on of non-conven onal instrument transformers
(NCIT)—e.g., op cal instrument transformers in a fully digital substa on. Over me, the
standard’s principles and internal modelling have been expanded and applied to various
fields—e.g., IEC 61850 adapta ons for distributed energy resources (DER) (IEC
61850-7-420), hydropower (IEC 61850-7-410), and wind turbines (IEC 61400-25), and to
transmit synchrophasor informa on per IEEE C37.118 (IEC 61850-90-5). IEC 61850 has
also been used for communica on between substa ons (IEC 61850-90-1). Development
of IEC 61850 is con nuing and expanding beyond the substa on, as described in the
new scope of the standard series second edi on IEC 61850 CommunicaƟon Networks
and Systems for Power UƟlity AutomaƟon.
Further extensions are in progress, including the following: IEC 61850-90-2—Use of IEC
61850 for the communica on between control centres and substa ons; IEC
61850-90-3—Using IEC 61850 for Condi on Monitoring; and IEC 61850-90-4—Network
Engineering Guidelines. IEC 61850 is already globally accepted and implemented, but
there are s ll concerns to be handled. This is addressed within IEC, as well as by organiza ons such ENTSO-E and GO15.
IEC 61850 is a model for the design of ICT systems, and now covers many applica ons
beside substa on automa on. It provides interoperability between diﬀerent vendors
and is “future-proof” for technology upgrades. Virtually all new substa ons in countries
like China, India, South Africa, and Brazil are built with this standard. From 2004 to 2014,
between 250,000 and 500,000 IEDs were deployed. Since the commercial introduc on
of IEC 61850 standard in 2004–2005, more than 40 manufacturers around the world

1
Wind turbines (IEC 61400-25), hydro power (61850-7-410), DER, (IEC 61850-7-420), IEC 61850-90-1 — Use of IEC 61850 for the communication between
substations, IEC 61850-90-5 — Use of IEC 61850 to transmit synchrophasor information per IEEE C37.118
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have cer fied more than 400 types of IEDs at DNV-KEMA. The progress is slower in
Europe and especially in the United States, because most applica ons are retrofits of old
installa ons. This adds further requirements for interoperability, which has been
addressed by ENSTO-E and GO15.

Figure 7: Interoperability standardiza on.
The level of interoperability needed in the digital power system will require ongoing
development and implementa on of standards by dedicated organiza ons, such as IEC,
CENELEC, and the U.S. Na onal Ins tute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Such
standards should allow the interchange of data while also ensuring cyber security. This
will demand coopera on among diﬀerent stakeholders, and include planning and
work-force empowerment through training and tes ng. Tradi onal skills in power engineering will need to be enhanced with new skills in ICT engineering. The implementaon of new technology will drive the change and aﬀect the sector’s work force. Change
management will be an essen al part of the successful implementa on of the digital
power system in order to prepare the work force with necessary training.
Phasor Measurement Units
The tradi onal func ons—monitor, protect, and control the power system—are well
known and implemented in modern SCADA and Substa on Automa on Systems. However, recent disturbances have shown the need to add new func onality to monitor,
protect, and control the complete interconnected power system. The basic building
block of a WAMS is the PMU, which, through global posi oning system (GPS) me-
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stamping enables accurate voltage and current measurements at any loca on in the
power system. Time synchroniza on makes it possible to measure voltages and currents
as phasors that refer to the same system-wide angle reference. The PMU is therefore a
measurement transducer, where the outputs are commonly referred to as “synchrophasors.” The phasor measurements are streamed from their various loca ons (using diﬀerent communica on solu ons) to phasor data concentrators, where the data is collected,
processed, or stored for further applica ons.
Based on system-wide informa on from PMUs, it is now possible to monitor and
observe the state of the power system in a way that was not possible with the convenonal SCADA informa on systems based on remote terminal units (RTUs). WAMS have
been under development in diﬀerent places and at diﬀerent paces during the last 20
years. WAMS are star ng to mature as solu ons, suitable for integra on in control
centre environments. Vendors of control centre systems also oﬀer solu ons with
so ware that includes integra on of synchrophasor data. The applica ons can execute
func ons that range from simple storing and display of phasor data to advanced
post-processing of informa on and use in protec on and control systems. Depending on
the nature and use of these applica ons, they are referred to as WAMS, WAPS (wide-area protec on systems), WACS (wide-area control systems), or WAMPACs, which includes
all those classifica ons and can be used to control FACTS and HVDC. PMU deployment is
most advanced in the United States and China, with several thousand installed. In other
parts of the world, including Europe, deployment is slower, but many pilot projects are
in diﬀerent stages, including closed loop control of FACTS devices.

Figure 8: Total installed number of PMUs.
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IRELAND
Market Structure

One transmission and one distribution
company (both regulated); all-island
(Ireland and Northern Ireland); single
electricity market; retail fully deregulated.

Electricity Consumed (2014)

26,815 GWh (All-Island 35,587 GWh)

Peak Demand (2014)

4,771 MW (All-Island 6,466)

System Type

Ireland and Northern Ireland form a
synchronous power system

Electricity Fuel Mix

Installed Power (2014)

Conventional: 7,270 MW (All-Island 9,901MW);
Wind: 2,211 MW (All-Island 2,825 MW)

Interconnection

There are two HVDC links between the
island of Ireland and Great Britain: the
Moyle Interconnector (current operational
capacity of 250 MW) links Northern
Ireland to Scotland; and the East-West
Interconnector (500 MW capacity) links
Ireland to Wales.

Contact

Séamus Power
EirGrid plc
seamus.power@eirgrid.com
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CASE
Project name:

East-West Interconnector

Leading organizaƟon:

EirGrid

Commissioning year:
Type of project:

2012
Commercial

CASE HIGHLIGHTS
Key enabler of Ireland’s 2020 target of 40% electricity from renewable sources
ExerƟng downward pressure (9%) on the Single Electricity Market
Advanced Ancillary Services to the Irish and Great Bri sh transmission systems, including:
•

Fast Frequency Response; Black start capability; and Reac ve Power and Voltage
Control.

Community Involvement
•

During construc on, communicated and interacted via dedicated community
liaison oﬃcers, local informa on oﬃce, leaflet drops, website updates, social
media, text messaging, targeted informa ve leaflets and adver sements in local
papers.

•

Engaged with local schools to promote engineering as a career using the EWIC
project as a model to inform students about the challenges and sa sfac ons of
engineering as a career choice.

Improved Security of Supply
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Introduction
The East-West Interconnector (EWIC), the largest voltage source converter high-voltage
direct current (HVDC-VSC) scheme in opera on when commissioned in 2012, links the
electricity transmission grids of Ireland and Great Britain by connec ng convertor
sta ons at Woodland in Ireland to Sho on in Wales. Totalling 264 km in length, 187 km
of which is beneath the Irish Sea (see Figure 9), this project represents a significant
investment that holds considerable benefits for Ireland by improving the security of
supply, increasing compe on in the market, and helping the country reach its renewable electricity targets.

Figure 9: Map depic ng the East-West Interconnector.
Studies for an Ireland-Great Britain interconnec on date back to the 1970s, when the
Irish Electricity Supply Board first examined the possibility of linking the electricity grids.
Further studies were conducted in the early 1990s, including a joint study conducted by
the Electricity Supply Board and Na onal Grid UK with the support of the European
Union.
In 2006, the Irish Minister for Communica ons, Energy, and Natural Resources deemed
a regulated 500 MW interconnector to be cri cal infrastructure, and instructed the Commission for Energy Regula on (CER)—the Irish energy regulator—to commence development. In January 2007, CER commissioned EirGrid—the transmission system operator
in Ireland—to construct the interconnector linking Great Britain’s and Ireland’s electricity markets, with a comple on date of the end of 2012. This was the ghtest mescale
that had ever been set for an interconnector of this scale.
EirGrid commenced work on EWIC in 2007, and it went into commercial opera on in
December 2012. The comple on of EWIC produced an interconnec on between Ireland
and Great Britain with a capacity of 500 MW, equivalent to approximately 10% of
Ireland’s peak electricity demand. This is a significant addi on to the Irish power system
and fulfils the non-binding EU target for member states to achieve 10% electricity grid
interconnec on. EWIC also provides a range of ancillary services, such as fast frequency
response, reac ve power provision and has the capability to “black start” the electrical
transmission systems of either Ireland or Great Britain in the event of a major
system-wide outage.
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Comple on of the project from the placing of contracts to commercial opera on took
45 months and involved 285 contractors. The work force exceeded 3,700 people at its
peak, with an approximate total of 2.2 million hours worked. The original budget for
EWIC was €601m; however, the final project cost came in significantly under budget at
€570m.

Objectives and Bene its
EWIC had three key objec ves:
•

Improve the posi on of the island of Ireland with regards to the security of
supply by providing addi onal capacity.

•

Exert downward pressure on wholesale electricity prices in Ireland by providing
direct access to Great Britain’s larger electricity market and therefore enhance
compe on in the Irish market—impor ng cheaper power from Great Britain
reduces the need for more costly and less fuel eﬃcient power genera on in
Ireland.

•

Allow the export of excess power from Ireland at mes of oversupply to the Irish
network. As an island on the periphery of Europe with a rela vely small energy
market, Ireland depends on price-vola le imported fossil fuels. However, Ireland
is also rich in renewable energy resources. The Irish government has set an ambious target of genera ng 40% of electricity from renewable energy sources (RES)
by 2020. EWIC is a key enabler for achieving this target: when genera on from
wind, hydropower, and other renewable sources outstrips demand for electricity
in Ireland, the surplus genera on can be exported to Great Britain via the interconnector. As a result, growth of indigenous renewable energy is promoted and
dependence on imported fossil fuels is reduced, causing a subsequent decrease
in the economic price risk associated with reliance on these fossil fuels.
Increased renewable energy genera on will also reduce carbon emissions.

Technology
The EWIC project posed a significant challenge in providing an asynchronous high-power interconnector between the electrical grids in Ireland and the United Kingdom, which
have very diﬀerent characteris cs. This challenge was solved by the applica on of the
latest genera on of high-voltage direct current (HVDC) technology provided by ABB:
HVDC Light.
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For the transmission distance (in excess of 260 km), HVDC represented the op mum
whole-life techno-economic solu on, principally because of its low power losses. It also
provided a solu on that has minimal environmental impacts. The project used the latest
variant of HVDC-VSC technology. Requiring only minimal maintenance, the advanced
power electronic equipment, together with its digital control and protec on system,
provides a highly reliable interconnec on over a life me of 40 years. All aspects of the
scheme’s design and construc on considered this requirement for longevity. The complete scheme was designed to ensure compliance with the Interna onal Organiza on
for Standardiza on (ISO) procedures of ISO 9001 (Quality), ISO 14001 (Environmental),
and ISO 18001 (Occupa onal Health and Safety).
The scheme uses extruded plas c insula on (cross-linked polyethylene [XLPE]) for the
power transmission cables and, at ±200 kV direct current (DC), represented at the me
of commissioning the highest DC voltage at which such cables had been used. It was a
major advance for XLPE cable technology, demonstra ng its suitability for long-distance
HVDC submarine and underground cable schemes. As there is no oil used in the cable
manufacture, XLPE represents a much more environmentally friendly solu on than
conven onal oil/paper insulated cables.
A key feature of the new VSC technology is its compact design, which requires approximately half of the space of older HVDC technology. The scheme uses an advanced digital
control system to op mize performance during normal opera on, including minimizing
opera ng power losses, whilst automa cally changing to a dynamic opera ng mode to
provide rapid response during system perturba ons. Thus, in addi on to its primary role
of impor ng and expor ng power, the scheme also provides ancillary services to Ireland
and Great Britain’s transmission networks, including reac ve power and voltage control,
and fast frequency response in the event of system faults, and system reserves to both
na onal grids. A key feature of this scheme is its ability to “black start” either of the
interconnected alterna ng current (AC) transmission grids. In the event of a major
blackout in Ireland or Great Britain, the interconnector can be used to provide power to
the blacked out system, speeding up the restora on of the grid.
To provide dedicated communica on between the two converter sta ons, a fibre op c
cable is laid with the power cables. The capacity on this cable can also facilitate commercial data transmission. Cu ng-edge distributed strain and temperature sensing
(DSTS) technology also operates on the fibre op c cable, providing diagnos c informaon on power cable condi on. This informa on is displayed via the bespoke server-based geographical informa on system (GIS) monitoring facility, capturing real- me
and historic cable data trends and monitoring shipping ac vity. This allows for early
iden fica on and loca on of faults and automa cally alerts EirGrid about vessels
anchored near the cables.
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Technical data:
Commissioning Year:

2012

Power Ra ng:

500 MW in both direc ons

No. of Circuits:

1

AC Voltage:

400 kV

DC Voltage:

±200 kV

Length of DC Underground Cable:

2 x 75 km

Length of DC Submarine Cable:

2 x 186 km

Main Reasons for Choosing HVDC Light:

Length of land and sea cables,
controllability, “black start” capability,
and ac ve and reac ve power support

Applica on:

Interconnec ng grids

Community Engagement
The construc on of the convertor sta ons and associated cables required engagement
with local communi es impacted by these developments. The use of ducts for the cable
installa on was chosen to minimize the disrup on in public road use. Detailed traﬃc
management plans were put in place to minimize disrup on to businesses and landowners along the route. Local businesses and households were kept informed of the installaon works via discussion, leaflet drops, updates using the EirGrid website, social media,
text messaging, informa onal leaflets produced specifically for impacted businesses,
and adver sements in local newspapers.
EirGrid funded two full- me community liaison oﬃcers to work with local councils to
facilitate coordinated communica ons and interac ons with the council execu ve, local
councillors, and the wider public. In addi on, EirGrid opened a local informa on oﬃce
where members of the project team worked and met with members of the public and
were available to answer queries as they arose. At specific loca ons, EirGrid funded the
installa on of footpaths to improve pedestrian safety and resurfaced roads to improve
the safety and quality of roads for local vehicles. With the assistance of Engineers
Ireland, EirGrid ac vely engaged with primary schools along the route to promote engineering as a career, using the EWIC project as a model to inform students about the challenges and sa sfac ons of engineering as a career choice. This proved very successful
and was repeated at all schools at their request over a three-year period.
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EirGrid commi ed financially to local projects in the communi es directly aﬀected by
the works, distribu ng funds to local authori es and ini a ves that benefited the local
communi es (e.g., local community centres, spor ng clubs, and spor ng compe ons).

Current Status and Results
Analysis completed in 2014 a er one year of full commercial opera on demonstrated
that the load-weighted average system marginal price (SMP) in the Single Electricity
Market (SEM – wholesale electricity market of Ireland and Northern Ireland) was
reduced by 9% compared to if EWIC was not present. It is clear that EWIC is facilita ng
compe on and in doing so is exer ng downward pressure on wholesale electricity
prices as a result of increased power imports. This increased compe on is narrowing
the gap in the cost of electricity between the islands of Ireland and Great Britain, facilitated by generators located elsewhere in the European Union, par cularly in Great
Britain.
A number of market par cipants from across Europe now trade energy on EWIC
between the All-Island SEM and the Bri sh Electricity Trading Transmission Arrangements (BETTA). EWIC customers ac vely compete for long-term (annual, seasonal, quarterly, and monthly) and daily auc on products. Flows on the interconnector to-date
have been predominantly from Great Britain to Ireland.

Figure 10. Auc on price per capacity product by date of auc on.
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Approximately €3 million per month in auc on revenue is collected from market par cipants seeking to acquire capacity; this revenue directly increases the value of the interconnector to the Irish consumer. The number of customers across Europe registering to
trade on EWIC is increasing, and, in terms of the development of the European internal
energy market over the coming years, it is likely that further market par cipants will
begin to trade. This increased par cipa on will be good for compe on and will
provide addi onal benefits to electricity consumers.
In addi on, EWIC is facilita ng the development of the indigenous renewable energy
market and provides export poten al to help Ireland achieve its European 2020 40%
renewable energy target. This reduces Ireland’s carbon footprint and helps ensure that
benefits of the EWIC will be enjoyed for many genera ons in the future. To this end,
EirGrid has been working hard to reduce RES curtailment through the use of system
operator trades directly with Na onal Grid UK and with its trading partner Statkra ,
recording priority dispatch trade volumes of 300 GWh and associated reduc on in
dispatch balancing costs of €8.4 million in the six-month period between July and
December 2013.

Lessons Learned and Best Practices
The choice of technology used to connect the power systems of Ireland and Great
Britain was key to the success of EWIC in terms of the benefits to the Irish consumer.
The latest variant of HVDC-VSC technology represented the op mum whole-life techno-economic solu on; it is well-suited to the par cular technical characteris cs of
island systems and provides ancillary services to both Ireland’s and Great Britain’s transmission networks, including “black start” capability.
Developing and maintaining good rela onships with the many and varied stakeholders
was key to the success of the EWIC project. The project cul vated good rela onships
with local councils and regularly sought their advice, which subsequently led to very few
problems being encountered. Full- me community liaison oﬃcers and a local informaon oﬃce kept local communi es and businesses informed at every stage of the
process. Also, eﬀorts to commit financially to community projects proved very successful.
Consents were managed separately in each jurisdic on, and there were separate
project managers for Ireland, Great Britain, and the marine works. The clear split in
roles worked well and ensured focus on the overall comple on of the project. The complete scheme was designed to ensure compliance with the procedures of ISO 9001
(Quality), ISO 14001 (Environmental), and ISO 18001 (Occupa onal Health and Safety).
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Next Steps
Following the success of the EWIC project, further future interconnec on between the
island of Ireland and the wider European power system is being considered. In June
2013, EirGrid and its French counterpart, RTE, signed a Memorandum of Understanding
to commission further preliminary studies on the feasibility of building a submarine
electricity interconnector between Ireland and France. An Ireland-France interconnector would run between the south coast of Ireland and the northwest coast of France
and would comprise a cable length of approximately 600 km. Over recent months,
EirGrid and RTE conducted studies that indicated an interconnector between the two
countries could be beneficial for electricity customers in both Ireland and France.
Subsequent studies will focus on desktop analysis of the seabed to iden fy poten al
route corridors.
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SUMMARY: EAST-WEST INTERCONNECTOR
What is the project about?
The East-West Interconnector (EWIC) is a voltage source conversion high-voltage direct current
(HVDC-VSC) link connec ng the electricity transmission grids of Ireland and Great Britain. It is 264
km long, 187 km of which is beneath the Irish Sea, and has a capacity of 500 MW (equivalent to
approximately 10% of Ireland’s peak electricity demand). EWIC also provides a range of ancillary
services, such as frequency response and reac ve power provision, and includes the capability to
“black start” the electrical transmission systems of either Ireland or Great Britain in the event of
a major system-wide outage.

Main goals
The EWIC project had three key objec ves:
•

Improve the security of supply by providing addi onal capacity.

•

Exert downward pressure on wholesale electricity prices in Ireland by providing direct
access to Great Britain’s larger electricity market.

•

Allow the export of excess power from Ireland at mes of oversupply to the Irish network.

Current status/Ɵmeline
EirGrid commenced work on EWIC in 2007, and it went into commercial opera on in December
2012.

What is the result/expected benefits of the project?
Analysis completed in 2014 a er one year of full commercial opera on demonstrated that the
load-weighted average system marginal price (SMP) in the Single Electricity Market of Ireland and
Northern Ireland was reduced by 9% compared to if EWIC was not present. Increased compe on and pressure is narrowing the gap in the cost of electricity between the islands of Ireland and
Great Britain, facilitated by generators located elsewhere in the EU, par cularly in
Great Britain.
EWIC is also facilita ng the development of the indigenous renewable energy market and
provides export poten al to help Ireland achieve its European 2020 40% renewable energy
target. EirGrid has been reducing RES curtailment through the use of EWIC system operator
trades recording priority dispatch trade volumes of 300 GWh in the six-month period between
July and December 2013.

What is next?
Following the success of the EWIC project, further future interconnec on between the island of
Ireland and the wider European power system is being considered.
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SWEDEN
Market Structure

Sweden is part of the fully integrated, deregulated
Nordic power market and is synchronously
connected to Norway, Finland, and Denmark East.
The market includes one transmission company
and approximately 170 regional and local grid
companies.

Electricity Consumed (2012)

142,400 GWh

Peak Demand (2012)

26,760 MW

System Type

The system is characterized by total
integration of the electricity market and
strong physical integration. Interconnection capacity between the countries is
typically around 30% of peak power.

Electricity Fuel Mix

Hydro
Nuclear
Wind
Other thermal

1

Installed Power

38,300 MW1

Interconnection

Sweden has six HVDC interconnections to
the neighbouring countries—Finland (2),
Denmark (2), Poland (1), and Germany
(1)—with a total capacity of 3,200 MW.
One HVDC to Lithuania is under construction and will be operational in 2016, and
another one to Germany is planned.

Contact

Ulf Moberg
Svenska Kraftnät
ulf.moberg@svk.se

Due to reduced production capacity during the winter period, Svenska kraftnät estimates the available production capacity during peak demand to be 27,500 MW.
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CASE
Project name:

South West Link

Leading organizaƟon:

Svenska kraŌnät

Commissioning year:
Type of project:

2015
Commercial

CASE HIGHLIGHTS
OpƟmal choice of transmission technologies
•

Combina on of overhead AC and DC; underground DC.

•

No new right-of-way required.

•

Increased transmission capacity for the overhead linewithin exis ng
right-of-way.

•

200 km, 1200 MW underground line for virgin land.

•

HVDC-VSC technology suited for future expansion to HVDC grid.

Ancillary service
•

Increased transmission capacity and voltage collapse avoidance in exis ng
grid by reac ve power control.
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Introduction
The South West Link is a combined alterna ng current (AC) and voltage source converter high-voltage direct current (HVDC-VSC) transmission line totalling 427 km in length,
which reinforces the transmission grid between mid- and southern Sweden. The northern part of the link is a 176 km 400 kV AC overhead line (OHL) between the substa ons
Hallsberg and Barkeryd. The southern part is a 251 km direct current (DC) transmission
line between the substa ons Barkeryd and Hurva, which is divided into two parts: 61 km
OHL and 190 km underground cable (see figure 11).

176 km AC transmission line
North secƟon: Hallsberg - Barkeryd
400 kV tradi onal AC OHL technology
400 kV AC - Substa ons
Total 427 km
251 km DC transmission line
South secƟon: Barkeryd - Hurva
300 kV VSC HVDC technology
overhead line and underground cable
300 kV DC - Converter sta ons
400 kV AC - Substa ons
Figure 11: The South West Link.
This project is the largest and single most important project ever for Svenska kra nät
(Swedish na onal grid), and represents a significant investment. The project has many
drivers and will yield considerable benefits to Sweden, especially the southern parts.
From the beginning, the main drivers included increasing the reliability and improving
the security of supply to the south of Sweden a er a 2003 blackout in this part of the
country and Zealand in Denmark. Increasing the transmission capacity to southern
Sweden has also become a main driver, especially a er the decommissioning of the
nuclear power plant in Barsebäck (located on the coast west of Hurva), which led to
increased capacity limita ons in the region due to voltage instability problems. The
South West Link is also an important part of the necessary development of the na onal
grid, which is required to enable the introduc on of renewable energy in accordance
with Swedish and EU energy policy objec ves.
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The analysis that followed the 2003 blackout in the south of Sweden demonstrated the
need for the construc on of a new transmission line between mid- and southern
Sweden to increase the reliability and robustness of the grid. The analysis focused on
discovering which technology should be used and the op mal route for the transmission
line. The ini al idea was to construct a new 400 kV AC OHL using the route of an exis ng,
old (more than 70 years old), 220 kV OHL. In parallel, possible underground cable routes
were also inves gated. It was ul mately determined that an OHL alterna ve would
significantly delay the project, as it would not be possible to obtain permission for an
OHL alterna ve for the whole route within a reasonable me.
Parallel studies ini ated within Nordel—the organiza on for all the Nordic transmission
system operators (TSOs)—showed a need to increase capacity on the Swedish west
coast and between the southern part of Norway and Sweden. These needs extended the
project to also include an HVDC-VSC transmission line between Barkeryd and the Oslo
area, conver ng the project to a mul -terminal interconnec on between Sweden and
Norway. This western part from Sweden to Norway was, however, later terminated
(2013).
The final system design (south and west) was presented in 2008. Because this part of
Sweden is rela vely densely populated, and to maximise the capacity to fully u lize the
right-of-way, the conclusion was to design an HVDC-VSC solu on with as high a capacity
as possible. At this me, the manufacturers stated that cable was the only op on for the
HVDC-VSC technology. That assessment was later changed: one part of the line was
revised to OHL HVDC-VSC. For the OHL part, both AC and DC, the right-of-way from an
old 220 kV line was used to minimize the impact of land use.
Commissioning is planned for 2015, and will increase the capacity in the congested
intersec on in the southern part of the transmission grid by approximately 25%.
This interconnec on will represent a transmission system presently without comparison
in the world, featuring the following a ributes:
•

One of the world’s largest HVDC-VSC systems.

•

Complete hybrid solu ons with all major transmission technologies: OHL AC,
OHL DC, and underground DC in the same project.

•

The world’s largest underground system with respect to distance and capacity
(190 km and 1,200 MW).

•

Embedded HVDC system in contrast to the normal HVDC applica on with interconnec on between systems.

•

Unique concentra on of large HVDC-VSC terminals with poten al to create
system services such as ac ve and reac ve voltage support.
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Objectives and Bene its
The South West Link has four key objec ves:
•

Improve the reliability of the transmission grid in the southern part of Sweden,
preven ng large disturbances like the 2003 blackout.

•

Enhance the security of supply to the southern part of Sweden a er the decommissioning of the Barsebäck nuclear power plant located far south in Sweden.

•

Increase the transfer capacity to the south of Sweden to reduce the price diﬀerences between bidding areas in Sweden and also increase possibili es to export
power from Sweden.

•

Enable the ability to connect and transfer power from renewable energy sources.

Many stakeholders will benefit from the South West Link, including producers that will
enjoy increased possibili es to export power, consumers in the south part of Sweden
that will see a lower electricity price, and traders that will have reduced risks for their
posi ons in the southern part of Sweden.
A er a ruling from the EU saying that Svenska kra nät was not allowed to limit exports
because of internal grid conges ons, Sweden was divided into four bidding areas in
2011 (see figure 12). The consequence of this for the electricity market is a risk for
diﬀeren ated electricity prices in Sweden in case of grid conges ons. The main risk
iden fied was for the southern part of Sweden, where the Barsebäck nuclear power
plant had been decommissioned, resul ng in increasing limita ons of the export possibili es.

Figure 12: The bidding areas in the Swedish power system.
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So far, the only no ceable price diﬀerence between the bidding areas has, as expected,
been between bidding areas SE3 and SE4 (see Figure 13). Hence, this is the background
for one of the main objec ves of the South West Link.

Figure 13: Price diﬀerence between bidding areas.

Figure 13 shows the price diﬀerence between bidding area SE4 and SE3 (blue) and
between SE4 and SE2 (red) from the introduc on of the four bidding areas in 2011. As
can be seen, there were some large price diﬀerences during the first 9 months. This was
caused by problems in nuclear power plants reducing the grid capacity in the south of
Sweden. In the last two years, the price diﬀerences have been considerably smaller.

Technology
As men oned in the introduc on, the South West Link is a combined AC and HVDC-VSC
transmission line. The northern part of the link is an AC OHL and the southern part is a
DC transmission line, divided into one OHL part and one underground cable part. Diﬀerent cable installa on methods were used depending on the type of soil condi ons.
Ducts were used to minimize the disrup on in public road use and environmental
impact where needed (e.g., under roads, lakes, and other sensi ve areas).
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U liza on of the route of the exis ng 220 kV OHL from Hallsberg down to Värnamo (see
map in Figure 11) made an AC and DC OHL solu on possible and less controversial than
a new route would have been. In this area the main need was to strengthen the electricity grid, crea ng a stronger and more meshed grid with low need for controllability from
an HVDC installa on. Keeping costs as low as possible was also a goal for the project,
which favoured the AC solu on.
AC technology was chosen for the northern part of the South West Link to ensure flexibility for future changes in the grid, such as connec ons to new power plants (e.g., wind
power), new lines, and new or increased consump on.
HVDC-VSC was chosen for the southern part of the South West Link to maximize the
controllability and capacity in the corridor. HVDC-VSC increases controllability through
the poten al to support and control the voltage in southern Sweden and also the possibility to control (in principle) the reac ve power (genera on and consump on) independent of ac ve power increase, which was a very important feature because the risk
of a voltage collapse is limi ng the capacity in this part of the grid.
In addi on, HVDC allows a greater increase in transmission capacity between Barkeryd
and Hurva (see map in Figure 11) than what could be achieved with 400 kV AC. It is very
diﬃcult to get permission for transmission line corridors in this part of Sweden because
there are many conflic ng interests, and the forecasts for the Swedish energy balance
also predicted that there was a high probability for a future energy surplus, leading to
increased demand for export capacity.
The South West Link will be the first embedded HVDC link in the Swedish transmission
grid, resul ng in new opera onal challenges and opportuni es.
Technical data:
Commissioning Year:

2015

Power Ra ng:

2 x 600 MW in both direc ons

No. of Circuits:

2

AC Voltage:

400 kV

DC Voltage:

±300 kV

Length of AC Overhead Line:

176 km

Length of DC Overhead Line:

61 km

Length of DC Underground Cable:
Main Reasons for Choosing HVDC-VSC:

2 x 190 km
Controllability, reac ve power support,
transfer capacity, and mul -terminal poten al
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Community Engagement
The construc on of the OHL and cables required engagement with local communi es.
Communi es and land owners were kept informed about the development through
mee ngs, the Svenska kra nät website, and brochures with project news.
Although the AC OHL was constructed in the exis ng route from an old 220 kV line and
one sec on that passed through the town of Motala (see map in Figure 11) was moved
outside the town, the OHL project saw significant opposi on and objec ons from diﬀerent stakeholders. In response, Svenska kra nät chose to reduce the environmental
impact by raising a couple of design towers on a sensi ve crossing. The cable route met
less opposi on, but in some areas the objec ons became quite strong for this part of
the project. The DC sta ons and convertor buildings went through rigorous examina on
by the communi es, which resulted in far-reaching requirements for the design.

Current Status and Results
The project consists of a number of sub-projects that are currently in diﬀerent phases.
The AC OHL, AC sta ons, and DC OHL and cable are in the finalizing phase, while the DC
sta ons and convertors are in an earlier phase.

Lessons Learned and Best Practices
The South West Link project has taught Svenska kra nät a number of lessons and
provided the company with a number of good experiences. Projects like this require a
lot of preliminary work to ensure that the project runs as smoothly as possible. It is also
important to have a thorough procurement strategy and plan. In the case of the South
West Link project, li le work was conducted in advance. A lot of me elapsed between
the blackout in 2003, the start of the analysis in 2004, and when the investment decision finally was made in the beginning of 2008 a er long technology discussions and
dialogues regarding the permission process. This delay resulted in high ambi ons to
start the project as quickly as possible, which led to shortcuts in analysis. As a result,
ques ons that arose during the project had to be handled rather rapidly and with less
accuracy than desirable.
One key factor to the project’s success has been the extensive and intensive communica on ac vi es to inform land owners, communi es, and other stakeholders about the
project in an early stage.
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Next Steps
The project is working hard to achieve results and ensure the connec on will be operaonal in 2015. The AC sta ons are in opera on, and the cable project is almost finished.
Work is s ll ongoing on the OHL parts and the HVDC sta ons.
Less than a year a er the South West Link is opera onal, a second large HVDC-VSC
project will begin opera on: the NordBalt Link—a 300 kV 700 MW interconnector
between Sweden and Lithuania—will connect the Nordic power market with the
emerging Bal c power market.
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SUMMARY
What is the project about?
The South West Link is a combined alterna ng current (AC) and voltage source converter
high-voltage direct current (HVDC-VSC) link totalling 427 km in length, reinforcing the transmission grid between mid- and southern Sweden. The northern part of the link is a 176 km 400 kV AC
overhead line (OHL) and the southern part is a 251 km DC transmission line divided into a 61 km
OHL and a 190 km underground cable. Commissioning is planned in 2015, and will increase the
capacity in the congested intersec on in the southern part of the transmission grid by approximately 25%.

Main goals
The South West Link project has four key objec ves:
•

Improve the reliability of the transmission grid in the southern part of Sweden.

•

Enhance the security of supply to the southern part of Sweden a er the decommissioning
of the Barsebäck nuclear power plant located far south in Sweden.

•

Increase the transfer capacity to the south of Sweden to reduce the price diﬀerences
between bidding areas in Sweden and also increasing the possibili es to export power.

•

Enable the ability to connect and transfer power from renewable energy sources.

Current status/Ɵmeline
The project is working hard to achieve results and ensure the connec on will begin opera on in
2015. The AC sta ons are in opera on, and the cable project is almost finished. Work is s ll ongoing on the OHL parts and the HVDC sta ons.

What is the result/expected benefits of the project?
The project has many drivers and will yield considerable benefits to Sweden, especially to the
southern parts. From the beginning, the main drivers were to increase the reliability and improve
the security of supply to the south of Sweden. Increasing the capacity to the south part of
Sweden has also become a main driver, especially a er the decommissioning of the nuclear
power plant in Barsebäck (located at the coast west of Hurva), which led to increased capacity
limita ons in the south of Sweden due to voltage instability problems. The South West Link is also
an important part in the necessary development of the na onal grid, which is required to enable
the introduc on of renewable energy planned in accordance with Swedish and EU energy policy
objec ves.

What is next?
Less than a year a er the connec on is made opera onal, a second large HVDC-VSC project will
commence opera on. The NordBalt link, a 300 kV 700 MW interconnector between Sweden and
Lithuania, will link the Nordic power market with the emerging Bal c power market.
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UNITED STATES
Market Structure

In the United States, no standard model or
combination of actors, mechanisms, or
ownership typifies electricity generation
and delivery.

Electricity Consumed (2012)

4,095,00 GWh

Peak Demand (2012)

767,762 MW

System Type

Three synchronous interconnections.

Electricity Fuel Mix (2013)

Ratio
Coal

39%

Natural Gas

27%

Nuclear

19%

Hydro

1

7%

Wind

4.1%

Other RES

1.9%

Petroleum

1%

Installed Power

1,063,000 MW1

Interconnection

The United States T&D system comprises three
interconnections: the Eastern and Western
Interconnections cover most of eastern and
western North America, respectively, and are
tied together via high-voltage direct current
links. The third interconnection is the Texas
Interconnection, which covers most of Texas.

Number of PMUs

The Smart Grid Investment Grant (SGIG) program
participants have deployed 1819 PMUs across the
United States, of which 126 is installed by by the
Bonneville Power Administration..

Contact

Philip N. Overholt
U.S. Department of Energy
Philip.overholt@hq.doe.gov

Net summer generating capacity 2012. Source: U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy Information Administration
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CASE
Project name:

Western InterconnecƟon Synchrophasor Program

Leading organizaƟon:
Completed installaƟon:
Type of project:

The Western Electricity CoordinaƟng Council,
Bonneville Power AdministraƟon
2013
Deployment Grant

CASE HIGHLIGHTS
Increases potenƟal power transmission without immediate build-out by
leverag ing real- me informa on and automated controls to detect and mi gate
oscilla ons
Accounts for new sources of supply (i.e., renewable energy)
Avoids large-scale outages (conserva ve es mated value of $1.2B to $3.5B in
avoided economic losses)
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Introduction
The Western Electricity Coordina ng
Council (WECC) is one of eight electric
reliability councils in North America,
encompassing a geographic area
equivalent to more than half of the
United States. WECC members provide
electricity in 14 western states, 2 Canadian provinces, and part of 1 Mexican
state. WECC promotes electrical
system reliability and provides a forum
for coordina ng the opera ng and
planning ac vi es of its member
organiza ons.
WECC’s synchrophasor network (see
Figure 14) is known as the Western
Interconnec on
Synchrophasor
Program (WISP). WISP is one of nine
Figure 14: WECC synchrophasor infrastructure.
synchrophasor deployment grants
awarded by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Smart Grid Investment Grant (SGIG)
program.2 The grant is matched by funds from nine WISP partners who installed more
than 390 new phasor measurement units (PMUs) and 60 phasor data concentrators
(PDCs) throughout the Western Interconnec on.3
Early in the project, all WECC balancing authori es executed a data sharing agreement.
The data sharing agreement is cri cal to the exchange of synchrophasor data among
transmission owners, operators, reliability coordinators, researchers, and vendors to
promote development of the technology and applica ons. The agreement also shields
these data from merchants and marke ng func ons, thereby ensuring the protec on of
market-sensi ve informa on. A reliability portal—WECCRC.org—is live with restricted
access available to transmission owners, transmission operators, and balancing authories that have signed WECC’s Universal Data Sharing Agreement. The portal includes a
phasor registry, historical archives, wide-area view, next-day studies, and disturbance
reports, all designed to improve the visibility and reliability of the bulk electrical system.
Bonneville Power Administra on
Bonneville Power Administra on (BPA), part of DOE, is a federal power marke ng
authority based in the Pacific Northwest. BPA markets wholesale electrical power from
31 federal hydroelectric projects owned and operated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Bureau of Reclama on, one non-federal nuclear plant, and some small
non-federal resources. BPA supplies about one-third of the electric power used in the
Northwest.
2

More information on the DOE SGIG program can be found at www.smartgrid.gov.
More information on the WISP partners can be found at
https://www.smartgrid.gov/project/western_electricity_coordinating_council_western_interconnection_synchrophasor_program
3
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BPA’s service area includes
Oregon,
Washington,
Idaho, western Montana,
and small parts of Wyoming,
Nevada,
Utah,
California, and eastern
Montana (see Figure 15).
BPA owns, operates, and
maintains approximately
75% of the high-voltage
transmission system in the
region, and is a leader in
integra ng
renewable
resources, such as wind
energy, into its grid.

Figure 15: Bonneville Power Administra on’s
transmission field service regions.

As a self-funding agency, BPA recovers its costs by selling wholesale power and transmission and related services at cost. BPA promotes energy eﬃciency and renewable energy.
The agency is commi ed to public service and seeks to make its decisions in a manner
that provides financial transparency and opportuni es for input from all stakeholders.
BPA has been working to advance synchrophasor technologies for 20 years. In 1996, BPA
was the first u lity to assemble PMUs into a network and stream synchrophasor data
from substa ons to its control center in real me. BPA also led the development of applica ons that use synchrophasor data. BPA built the largest synchrophasor system in the
WECC project and is highlighted in this case study.

Objectives and Bene its
The synchrophasor project provides grid operators and reliability coordinators with
more frequent and me-synchronized system informa on. Be er system visibility will
help system operators avoid large-scale regional outages, be er u lize exis ng system
capacity, and enable greater u liza on of intermi ent renewable genera on resources.
Benefits of the project are listed below.

Wide-area control
BPA developed dynamic response requirements for PMUs, tested their feasibility in its
laboratory, and then encouraged leading manufacturers to adopt these requirements.
As a result, a state-of-the-art device is on the market and available for other u li es. BPA
is currently the only WISP partner planning to use wide-area synchrophasor measurements for wide-area controls.
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Control room applicaƟons
Providing grid operators with a be er view of power system dynamics is a key objec ve
of this project. To that end, BPA engineers developed a suite of real- me analy cal
applica ons; the applica on engine processes about 18,000 PMU measurements every
second in real me. BPA then deployed four state-of-the-art applica ons in its control
center and developed opera onal displays. BPA will finalize alarming thresholds and
opera ng procedures by the end of 2014.

Response-based controls
The BPA system was designed for response-based controls. The synchrophasor-based
controls will use wide-area synchronized measurements to determine voltage stability
risks and will ini ate correc ve ac ons in less than one second.

System model validaƟon
Accurate power system models are essen al for reliable and economical grid operaons. Using data from system disturbances, BPA pioneered a new approach for validating power plant dynamic models. The agency’s approach is cost-eﬀec ve and less
intrusive than tradi onal
methods, which subject
generators to staged
tests. BPA has performed
model valida on assessments at 12 power plants
(115 generators with a
total capacity of about 20
GW). BPA is now expanding the model valida on
Figure 16: In 2009, Grand Couleea hydropower generaapproach to wind power
tor’s response to an oscilla on (blue) diﬀered from the
plants. BPA has installed
expected baseline response (red), helping engineers to
PMUs at its four largest
determine that the power system stabilizer had failed.
wind hubs and is working
with DOE na onal laboratories and the Electric Power Research Ins tute to develop and
validate dynamic models of wind generators. The agency is helping other u li es in
North America to deploy PMU-based power plant model valida on.

OpƟmized capital investment
Project data have provided BPA with a be er understanding of power grid performance,
which leads to be er decisions about the need and ming of capital investments in the
transmission system. BPA expects to defer the need for $40 million in dynamic voltage
control equipment over the next 10 years.
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Large-scale outage avoidance
Synchrophasor data give an unprecedented view of power system stability issues, such
as power oscilla ons that can lead to large-scale power outages. Under its synchrophasor program, BPA deployed mode meter and oscilla on detec on applica ons, which
are expected to provide dispatchers with early warning of oscilla on risks.

Compliance with regulatory standards
North American Electric Reliability Corpora on (NERC) reliability standards and WECC
policies require periodic valida on of power plant models to assess power grid stability.
BPA spends about $325,000 per year to comply with model valida on regula ons. The
new model valida on applica ons are expected to reduce that cost by at least $100,000
per year. Most significantly, the PMU-based model valida on was used to calibrate the
model of Energy Northwest’s 1,100 MW Columbia Genera ng Sta on nuclear power
plant. This prevented the need for a staged test, which would have cost the plant
between $100,000 and $700,000, depending on the outage dura on and cost of
replacement power.

Early detecƟon of equipment problems
Con nuous monitoring of power plants led BPA to detect several control issues, such as
failure of power system stabilizers at a Grand Coulee Dam generator (750 MW), Colstrip
coal plant (800 MW), and McNary Dam generators (800 MW). BPA also detected persistent forced oscilla ons at a wind power plant. BPA’s synchrophasor data are recognized
as the best in the industry for quality and availability. BPA’s synchrophasor network is
redundant; two separate streams of data are available, one at each of the agency’s
control centers. If the PMU data at one control center are missing or erroneous, data
from the other control center are automa cally used, significantly increasing the overall
quality of PMU data.

Technology
Synchrophasors are precise grid measurements taken from PMUs. PMUs measure
voltages, frequency, current, ac ve and reac ve power, and stream measurements to a
control center at 60 samples per second. Other u li es may use diﬀerent sampling rates
of 30, 120, or 240 samples per second. All measurements are me-synchronized to a
microsecond using the Global Posi oning System (GPS) ming system, providing an
unprecedented view of the power system’s dynamic state.
Early research and development (R&D) investments allowed BPA to develop the experse it needed to turn its prototype synchrophasor network into a highly reliable, secure,
and control-grade opera onal system. Under this investment, BPA installed 126 PMUs at
50 key substa ons and large wind genera on sites.
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BPA deployed sophis cated data management techniques to handle the unprecedented
volume of real- me data now being collected. BPA also developed an applica on engine
to analyze the data in real me and alert system dispatchers when the power system is
at risk. In addi on, BPA pioneered PMU-based power plant model valida on, which is
now recognized as a leading industry prac ce. BPA also designed a wide-area
response-based control scheme that uses PMU measurements to assess the system and
take necessary measures at mul ple substa ons within less than one second of an
ini a ng disturbance. This system is scheduled to go opera onal in October 2015.
BPA’s synchrophasor project is at the leading edge of technology innova on and represents a clear break from previously established methods. The program combines the
latest synchrophasor technology with a more robust telecommunica ons system to give
transmission operators a much clearer view of the en re system in the West. With all
the measurements synchronized by GPS, BPA can see precisely how the interconnected
power systems in the West are responding to changes or disturbances.

Technology Bene its: For Industry and the Community
The project benefits the western United States by allowing for more power transmission
without immediate build-out. For example, the California-Oregon Inter e (COI), a cri cal transmission pathway in the Western Interconnec on, currently has an upper opera ng limit for power flow based on engineering studies. However, synchrophasor technology can provide real- me informa on and automated controls that, in me, will
permit grid operators to raise opera ng limits on the COI and other constrained transmission paths. The synchrophasor technology can detect oscilla ons very quickly and
ac vate capacitor banks to dampen these oscilla ons before they can grow to dangerous levels.
In addi on, regional power systems have to evolve to account for new sources of supply
(i.e., renewable energy), and this project facilitates integra on of these sources (e.g.,
PMUs are needed for interconnec on at wind farms). The short-term benefits to the
community are clear, as are the longer-term benefits to the global climate.
The goal of this project, to improve transmission system reliability, extends to community safety as emergency and health services, for example, depend on stable power services. As noted above, the power plant model valida on method allows energy providers
to forego invasive tests on generators. Not only does this save providers—and ul mately
end users—money, it also averts possible repercussions of such tests, such as damage to
older equipment and safety hazards for staﬀ conduc ng the tests.
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Current Status and Results
In 2013, BPA completed installa on of an unparalleled synchrophasor network, part of a
three-year, $30 million investment. The agency is receiving data from 126 PMUs at 50
key substa ons and large wind-genera on sites throughout the Northwest. In addi on,
BPA developed an applica on capable of assessing the dynamic performance of its
genera ng fleet within minutes of a power grid disturbance.
BPA now has the largest, most sophis cated synchrophasor network of any u lity in
North America. It is the only fully redundant synchrophasor network in the West, and
the only synchrophasor network designed with power system control capabili es in
mind. BPA won a Pla s Global Energy Award for this work. The award recognizes the
organiza on that best drives opportuni es and innova on that lead to significant
increases in reliability, cost reduc on, and opera onal eﬃciency.
BPA is sharing its developments with other u li es, encouraging the use of these technologies across the industry. BPA’s investment in synchrophasor technology is expected
to provide significant value to the agency, northwest electric u li es, and electric ratepayers.

Lessons Learned and Best Practices
Launching the first synchrophasor project of this scale and complexity presented new
challenges. A project of this scale and complexity demanded collabora on between
experts from several diﬀerent fields. It took the proficiency and crea vity of a mul -disciplined team, including experts in telecommunica ons, cyber security, power grid opera ons, control center hardware and so ware, network planning, and top-level project
management. The team had two years to complete PMU designs and installa ons at 50
substa ons, many of which are cri cal 500 kV sites on the power grid.
In addi on, each installa on presented unique constraints, such as limited rack space
for the new PMUs, the need for long cable runs for equipment connec ons, or the need
to upgrade ba ery and charger systems. Coordina ng the design, site surveys, construcon, installa ons, and outage schedules required advanced project management skills.
Examples of the lessons learned related to cyber security and data management applicaons are listed below.

Cybersecurity
Unlike most conven onal control center data acquisi on systems, which use
point-to-point serial communica ons, the PMU network uses a routable protocol to
stream data from substa ons to control centers. Because BPA will use the synchrophasor data for real- me control applica ons and opera onal decision making, the data
must meet stringent cyber security requirements. The project team developed an innova ve, comprehensive cyber security strategy, including the design and deployment of a
system to centrally manage user accounts and passwords for the PMUs, which do not
na vely support that func onality.
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Data management
BPA is now collec ng 137,000 measurements from across the grid every second, pushing the capabili es of the exis ng commercial data systems to the limit. BPA had to
develop intelligent data mining capabili es to make sense of the vast amount of data
(more than half a terabyte) generated each month.

ApplicaƟons
There were no oﬀ-the-shelf produc on-grade control room applica ons available to
meet BPA’s needs and requirements. Agency engineers chose an open architecture platform on which to develop and run a suite of fully customizable, real- me analy cal
applica ons and visualiza on displays.

Next Steps
BPA plans to con nue to solicit ideas for R&D projects. The agency is collabora ng with
wind power plant operators in the region to expand PMU coverage. Currently, BPA has
almost 5,000 MW of wind genera on connected to its control area. PMU data will help
address large-scale wind integra on challenges. Challenges currently being addressed
include dynamic control performance and model valida on. Wide-area stability
controls will be added in the near future.
To facilitate coordinated opera on of the interconnec on, BPA exchanges PMU data
with 11 key partners in the region and will be expanding this exchange in the future.
Figure 17 shows the PMU data flows in the North American Power grid.
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Figure 17: Data flows from transmission owners to regional hubs.
Another important area for future growth is the development and refinement of
advanced applica ons. The vast synchrophasor network will provide grid operators and
reliability coordinators an unprecedented view of the Western Interconnec on and
drama cally improve situa onal awareness. While PMUs and PDCs provide the data,
advanced transmission so ware applica ons will help grid operators, reliability coordinators, and engineers use the new informa on that will flow in from across the Western
Interconnec on. The earliest applica ons will focus on monitoring grid condi ons and
disturbances. Such applica ons will include monitoring of system frequency, voltage,
and oscilla ons. Other applica ons will u lize synchrophasor informa on to control
devices in ways that have been impossible in the past. Some applica ons will allow engineers to improve power system models and increase the opera onal eﬃciency of the
grid.
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U.S. Department of Energy
DOE recognizes the cri cal need for advanced applica on development and is working
on a phased approach for turning data into ac onable intelligence. DOE is funding R&D
for advanced applica ons in two principal areas:
•

Real- me grid opera ons applica ons to provide wide-area visualiza on and
increased state awareness

•

Planning and oﬀ-line applica ons to improve system planning and analysis,
including power system performance baselining, event analysis, and model
valida on

Figure 18 below outlines when these advanced applica ons are expected to be phased
in over me.

Figure 18: Advanced applica ons roadmap for the DOE SGIG projects.
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SUMMARY: INTEGRATION OF SYNCHROPHASORS IMPROVES
GRID OPERATION AND EFFICIENCY
What is the project about?
The Bonneville Power Administra on (BPA) is a federal power marke ng authority based in the
northwestern part of the United States. In 2013, BPA completed installa on of an unparalleled
synchrophasor network, part of a three-year, $30 million investment. The BPA synchrophasor
project combines the latest synchrophasor technology with a more robust telecommunica ons
system to give transmission operators a much clearer view of the en re system in the West. With all
the measurements synchronized by GPS, BPA can see precisely how the interconnected power
systems in the West are responding to changes or disturbances.

Main goals
The project provides grid operators and reliability coordinators with more frequent and me-synchronized system informa on. Be er system visibility will help system operators avoid large-scale
regional outages, be er u lize exis ng system capacity, and enable greater u liza on of intermittent renewable genera on resources.

Current status/Ɵmeline
The agency is receiving data from 126 Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) at 50 key substa ons and
large wind-genera on sites throughout the Northwest. In addi on, BPA developed an applica on
capable of assessing the dynamic performance of its genera ng fleet within minutes of a power grid
disturbance.

What is the result/expected benefits of the project?
The wide-area synchrophasor measurements are used for wide-area controls. The synchrophasor-based controls will use wide-area synchronized measurements to determine voltage stability
risks and will ini ate correc ve ac ons in less than one second. Also, four real- me analy cal applica ons are in use in the BPA control center together with opera onal displays.
Another important benefit is that the collected data is used to validate the system models leading
to more accurate models, which are essen al for reliable and economical grid opera on.
The data gives a be er understanding of power grid performance, which, in turns, leads to possibilies to op mize the capital investment. It is also expected that the synchrophasor data will lead to
large-scale outage avoidance and early detec on of equipment problems.

What’s next?
BPA will con nue to solicit ideas for research and development projects. The agency is collabora ng
with wind power plant operators in the region to expand PMU coverage, and PMU data will help
address large-scale wind integra on challenges. To facilitate coordinated opera on of the interconnec on, BPA exchanges PMU data with 11 key partners in the region and will be expanding the
exchange in the future. Another important area for future growth is the development and refinement of advanced applica ons.
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ITALY
Market Structure

The publicly listed company Terna owns and
operates most of the transmission grid in Italy in
the form of a natural monopoly. The distribution
grid is managed by distribution system operators under a state concession regime.

Electricity Consumed (2013)

297,000 GWh

Peak Demand (2013)

53,942 MW

System Type

Synchronous European Grid (34 european
countries connected)

Electricity Fuel Mix (2013)

Ratio
Thermal

72.4%

Hydro

17.8%

Other RES
Installed Power (2013)

125,000 MW (net), 129,000 MW (gross)

Interconnection

Italy is interconnected to France, Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia, and Greece, and a
new high-voltage direct current link is
planned between Italy and Montenegro.

Number of PMUs

Fifty-five substations are monitored today.
More units are expected to be installed,
making a total of more than 100 units.

Contact

Diego Cirio
RSE S.p.A. - Ricerca sul Sistema Energetico
diego.cirio@rse-web.it
Giorgio Giannuzzi
TERNA
giorgio.giannuzzi@terna.it

1

9.8%

This case was adapted from the full report available at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/etep.540/abstract.
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CASE
Project name:

Wide-Area Measurement System Plaƞorm

Leading organizaƟon:

TERNA

Ongoing since:
Type of project:

Early 2000s
Commercial

CASE HIGHLIGHTS
The development of Wide Area Measurement System (WAMS) technology, combined
with phasor measurement unit (PMU) devices, oﬀers new, valuable soluƟons for

power system analysis, monitoring, and control.
System dynamics are tracked in real Ɵme with high accuracy, which
provides valuable benefits:
•
•

Improves system-wide awareness and understanding
Supports decision making and performance control

The availability of synchronized phasor measurements could miƟgate or even

prevent large disturbance scenarios.
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Introduction
Development of wide-area measurement system (WAMS) technologies, combined with
phasor measurement unit (PMU) devices, oﬀers new, valuable solu ons for power
system analysis, monitoring, and control.
A er the ini al applica ons—limited to oﬄine studies, essen ally for modelling and
event reconstruc on purposes—synchronised phasor measurements have become a
reality in u lity control rooms worldwide. Operators are able to track system dynamics
in real me with a degree of accuracy and detail that was impossible with conven onal
supervisory control and data acquisi on (SCADA) systems. This allows a deeper and
more straigh orward understanding of system condi ons and provides considerable
support for deciding and performing control ac ons and manoeuvring. Control rooms
for nearly all transmission system operators (TSOs) in Europe are now equipped with a
WAMS.
The first synchronised measurements in the Italian system were performed in the early
2000s, when preliminary tests with diﬀerent commercial PMUs were carried out. Eventually, a single model was adopted for system-wide deployment. TERNA, the Italian
transmission system operator, designed the communica on and central processing
system to address specific requirements while ensuring openness for future developments.
The WAMS developed in Italy consists of
a set of PMUs, a dedicated data network,
and computer systems for data processing and management, including monitoring applica ons and intelligent display at
the Na onal Control Center of TERNA in
Rome.
The PMUs are installed at the major
Italian transmission network substa ons.
Currently, 55 substa ons are monitored
by PMUs, mainly on the 400 kV level, but
also on 220 kV and 150 kV. More sites can
be monitored from the control room.

Figure 19: PMU deployment in con nental
Europe. Sites connected to the Italian
WAMS are in red circles marked with “x.”

Real- me data exchange is performed with measurements from PMUs installed in other
countries of the con nental Europe interconnected system, aﬀording wider opera onal
awareness, by means of dedicated gateways. These countries include Croa a (power
system operated by HEP), France (Corsica island, EDF), Greece (IPTO), Slovenia (ELES),
Switzerland (Swissgrid), Denmark (Energinet), and Germany (Amprion).
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Objectives and Bene its
This project aims to provide new, valuable solu ons for power system analysis, monitoring, and control. WAMS operators frequently react more promptly and appropriately to disturbances—the Union for the Coordina on of the Transmission of Electricity
(UCTE) report on the 2003 blackout in Italy explicitly recommended the development of
a WAMS—and the availability of synchronised phasor measurements could mi gate, or
even prevent, large disturbance scenarios.
The implemented monitoring func ons in the Italian WAMS have yielded many benefits, including the following:
•

Early warnings to operators in case of oscillatory behaviour of the system

•

An increased capability to detect islanding condi ons and network separa on

•

Important feedback regarding the tuning or repairing of devices in case of
under-frequency load shedding

•

The possibility to operate the lines closer to their limits (this func on is currently under tes ng)

•

The possibility to accelerate re-connec ons via real- me angle monitoring

Technology
Wide-area communicaƟon
The PMU data are sent to a central acquisi on system. The interface with the other
TSOs is implemented by a gateway/concentrator. The whole system is protected by a
firewall.

Central system
The architecture of the WAMS pla orm at the Na onal Control Centre consists of several processing tasks carried out in parallel on the server. Each task runs in real me to
ensure high performances. The system is designed to accomplish tasks within diﬀerent
cycle mes, and measures have been taken to ensure that tasks are synchronised and
prevent a dangerous me dri of the system.
The basic ac vity of the WAMS pla orm is the acquisi on and storage of the data packages sent by the PMUs to the control centre. The processing cycle me is set by the user,
with the obvious lower limit of 20 milliseconds (i.e., the me required to get new data).
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The system also features a virtual acquisi on func on—a sort of “field emulator”—which feeds the acquisi on and storage ac vi es with data coming from sources
such as text files. This virtual acquisi on func on allows for the tes ng of the WAMS
with cri cal situa ons of the power system, either recorded from the field or simulated,
thus tes ng the monitoring and alarm func ons. The field emulator represents a very
important debug tool in the development and commissioning of the external processing
func ons.

Operator Interface
The WAMS has a dedicated operator interface at the Na onal Control Centre of TERNA.
It is currently not integrated in the energy management system, but works as an independent data source. The informa on visualised online for the operators includes plots
and charts of PMU measurements and of data obtained by measurement processing,
such as voltage magnitude and phase angle, frequency, stability indices, and alarms.
Figure 20 shows a typical geographic
display of the WAMS pla orm. The map
works as a dynamic colour map, displaying
the value of a quan ty selected by the
operator: voltage magnitude, rela ve
phase angle, or frequency. More detailed
informa on is provided in the other graphic elements, such as the arrows between
nodes, which show the direc on of ac ve
and reac ve power flows (blue and purple
arrows respec vely), and arrow thickness,
which varies according to the angle diﬀerence between the nodes. Phase angle
diﬀerences between the nodes are also
explicitly marked.
Together with the geographic display,
other visualisa on and control displays can Figure 20: A typical geographic display of
be shown (e.g., plots of voltage magnitude
the WAMS pla orm. The background
evalua on or results of the oscillatory colours of the map depend on the voltage
analysis func on). Other displays contain
magnitude.
configura on data, such as visualisa on
op ons and alarm threshold se ngs. Specific alarms are automa cally triggered on
occurrence of threshold viola ons (e.g., in the case of high/low voltage magnitude).
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Monitoring FuncƟons
Oscillatory analysis
Oscillatory stability is a concern, especially for the risk of undamped inter-area oscillaons throughout large interconnected systems. The Italian system par cipates in the
oscillatory modes of the con nental European system, and may experience internal
oscilla ons, typically between North and South due to its longitudinal structure.
Algorithms have been developed to evaluate the oscillatory stability from measured
data. The resul ng early warning ensures that a suitable margin of me is available to
decide and implement control ac ons.
The oscillatory analysis algorithm can be used both in real me applica ons and for
oﬄine purposes, such as the valida on of generator power system stabiliser (PPS)
se ngs and the iden fica on of the need for PPS re-tuning. If sustained oscilla ons
jeopardise system security, the control room operators can take ac ons such as reducing
the stress associated to the ac ve power transfer from the aﬀected area.
Islanding detec on
An important aspect in severe disturbance
scenarios consists of, following an uncontrolled cascading, promptly understanding
if the system has split into electrical islands
and what is the composi on of those
islands. This task—not trivial with ordinary
monitoring and analysis tools—spurred
development of a WAMS algorithm to
detect network separa on condi ons. The
algorithm iden fies the number and composi on of all the electrical islands monitored by the PMUs, and iden fies the
areas that are physically s ll connected,
yet have started to operate “asynchronously” due to an ongoing loss of synchronism.

Figure 21: Applica on of the algorithm
for the detec on of network separa on;
the increasing separa on index (bo om
curve) denotes that the system has split
into islands.

Load shedding interven on detec on
To inform operators about the expected interven on of the under-frequency load shedding devices, a model of the load shedding devices installed in the field was implemented. The objec ves of this func on are both for online and oﬄine purposes: Online, the
operator is rapidly warned that a frequency transient exceeding the load shedding
device threshold has occurred; subsequently, operators can check whether the relays
have actually operated. This feedback is important to iden fy the need for repairing or
re-tuning devices that did not behave as expected.
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Line temperature es ma on
One of the most interes ng and innova ve applica ons of PMUs is the real- me monitoring of the line temperature. Line ra ng is generally computed by conserva ve, oﬄine
evalua ons based on the worst expected condi ons (i.e., winter/summer ra ng). However, more accurate evalua ons would make it possible to iden fy poten ally dangerous
situa ons in me and to exploit the actual limits of the assets. The advent of PMUs
suggested a fast and cost-eﬀec ve method to evaluate the average temperature of the
lines.
The tes ng campaign conducted so far showed that the line temperature es ma on
algorithm is eﬀec ve (it should be noted that the measured temperature is an average
one; hot spots cannot be iden fied). Within a wider project aimed to test several
Dynamic Line Ra ng (DLR) techniques, the technique based on PMUs has been complemented by the installa on of sensors to measure line temperature at specific points, as
well as to retrieve weather data. The aim is to define an approach to combine, in the
most eﬀec ve way, the informa on coming from the diﬀerent sources. Currently, five
lines are being monitored by this experimental applica on.
Real- me angle monitoring as a support to manoeuvring
Reconnec on of electrical islands or of electrically distant areas within an interconnected system is a task where the real- me angle measurements provide highly valuable
support. For example, during the reconnec on following a separa on between the
Italian and Slovenian grids, angle visualisa on proved helpful in accelera ng the procedure by providing a real- me feedback of the preparatory control ac ons.

Technology Bene its: For Industry and the Community
For the selec on of the ini al PMU loca ons, several complementary approaches were
developed, resul ng in combined heuris c-analy cal criteria. Each criterion concerned
local or system aspects regarding event iden fica on, oscilla on detec on, angle,
voltage, and frequency stability monitoring. The operators’ experience pointed out a
number of heuris c criteria (e.g., proximity to large genera ng units, bo lenecks,
system boundaries, etc.) that were also taken into account. The future installa ons are
primarily meant for monitoring of cri cal interfaces of the grid.
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Current Status and Results
Since the mid-2000s, the WAMS pla orm has provided valuable support to operators in
the control room. Real- me plots and charts of system quan es, such as phase angle
diﬀerences, and the output of monitoring func ons, such as oscilla on iden fica on,
enable operators to be er track system stress and dynamic phenomena, and evaluate
manoeuvre viability. Coopera on with other countries of the same synchronous area,
in the form of real- me PMU data exchange, proved par cularly useful.
Currently, 55 substa ons are monitored by PMUs, mainly on the 400 kV level, but also
on the 220 kV level. Substa ons at 150 kV have been equipped with PMUs as well, especially in the areas with limited coverage of 400 kV and in view of tes ng DLR applicaons. More PMUs are expected to be installed in the near future, for a total of about
100 units.
Overall, the following monitoring func ons are currently implemented and in opera on
in the Italian WAMS:
•

Oscillatory analysis

•

Islanding detec on

•

Load shedding interven on detec on

•

Real- me angle monitoring

Line temperature es ma on is currently under advanced tes ng.

Lessons Learned and Best Practices
Experience with the WAMS spans hardware (e.g., field installa on of the PMUs) to
so ware (e.g., algorithms of the monitoring func ons). Lessons learned to date
include:
•

Fine tuning the error compensa on func ons for current transformers (CTs) and
poten al transformers (PTs) installa on at field level is very important

•

Proper management and monitoring of the communica on channels are vital
for an eﬀec ve response of the system
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•

Field tes ng has shown that not all commercial PMUs correctly inform the
remote centres about malfunc ons, such as loss of me synchronisa on or communica on problems.

•

An open issue is the rate of data exchange: A large number of TSOs would set a
periodicity of 100 ms, because that is suﬃcient to monitor most electromechanical phenomena. However, some monitoring func ons need a ghter periodicity
(e.g., 20 ms), which is necessary for the load shedding interven on detec on
func on.

•

The WAMS pla orm has been available in the control room of TERNA ini ally
with elementary display func ons, then with more advanced visualisa on techniques and enhanced monitoring func ons. The monitoring func ons require a
long tuning and tes ng phase before they become a reliable support in the
control room. However, overall the opera onal experience is highly posi ve.

•

Oﬄine analyses help engineers understand dynamic phenomena, evaluate
power system component performances, improve modelling, and carry out
more accurate event reconstruc on.

•

Online monitoring applica ons provide the operators with important support
under all opera ng condi ons, from normal to restora on. In par cular, the
colour map display has been very much appreciated in the control room.

The main advantages recognised by the operators regard the possibility to achieve the
following:
•

A synthe c overview of the whole system, independent of the SCADA.

•

A straigh orward iden fica on of the problems.

•

A greater awareness about the angle diﬀerences as representa ve of power
transit between zones.

Among the advanced monitoring func ons, the load shedding interven on detec on
has been very useful in several prac cal occasions. It proved helpful for improving opera onal awareness in disturbance situa ons and valida ng the correct opera on of the
under-frequency relays. The func on was also used in oﬄine analyses to iden fy the
need for on-the-field device repair or re-tuning. For example, during a frequency disturbance, the func on showed that the protec on failed to trip a pumped-storage unit,
thus making it possible to detect a failure in the local relay.
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An interes ng episode of the oscillatory analysis func on consists of a case of low
damping, which occurred on several occasions and was detected by the oscillatory analysis func on. Subsequent inves ga ons showed that the PSSs of the power plants were
ill-set.
A by-product of the oscillatory analysis func on consists of a sort of event detec on
func onality; events in the system abruptly change the value of the computed damping, thus se ng oﬀ an alarm. The operator is therefore warned—within few seconds
and independently of the SCADA—that an event occurred in a certain area.
Finally, with very low se ngs of the triggering thresholds, dynamic phenomena that
cannot be normally observed have been iden fied, with accurate analyses of transient
recordings.

Next Steps
Future PMU deployments will address cri cal interfaces of the grid. When each border
is fully monitored, es ma on of the state “by areas” may be inves gated as a new monitoring func on. Further perspec ves regard the design of wide-area control
systems/wide-area protec on system solu ons, coordinated and integrated with the
exis ng Italian defence plans and shedding schemes.
The central processing system will be enhanced with a distributed architecture that will
ensure greater reliability and allow the system to manage the increased amount of data
resul ng from PMU deployment.
Currently, the system relies on two servers: one of which hosts all the WAMS func ons,
while the other has the task of providing hot backup. In the future, diﬀerent func ons
will be virtualised on diﬀerent machines, improving computa on performances and
reliability. Hot backup will s ll be ensured by backups of the individual func ons.
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SUMMARY: ARCHITECTURE, FUNCTIONS, AND EXPERIENCES
FROM THE DEVELOPMENT OF WIDE-AREA MEASUREMENT IN
THE ITALIAN POWER SYSTEM
What is the project about?
The development of wide-area measurement system (WAMS) technology, combined with phasor
measurement unit (PMU) devices, oﬀers new, valuable solu ons for power system analysis, monitoring, and control. This case study describes the architecture, monitoring func ons, and operaonal experiences of the WAMS realised by TERNA, the Italian transmission system operator, for
the synchronised monitoring of the Italian power grid interconnected with the Con nental European system.

Main goals
The development of the Italian WAMS allows a deeper and more straigh orward understanding
of system condi ons and provides considerable support to control ac ons and manoeuvring.

Current status/Ɵmeline
The first synchronised measurements in the Italian system were performed in the early 2000s,
during preliminary tests of diﬀerent commercial PMUs. Currently, 55 substa ons are monitored
by PMUs, mainly on the 400 kV level, but also on the 220 kV level. Substa ons at 150 kV have
been equipped with PMUs too, especially in areas with limited coverage of 400 kV and in view of
tes ng Dynamic Line Ra ng applica ons. Func ons have been developed for oscillatory stability
analysis, network separa on detec on, load shedding interven on evalua on, and line thermal
es ma on. The development of real- me func ons is s ll ongoing, poten ally to include
wide-area control systems/wide-area protec on systems.

What is the result/expected benefits of the project?
The WAMS pla orm provides valuable informa on to support operators in the control room .
Real- me plots and charts of system quan es, such as phase angle diﬀerences, and the output
of monitoring func ons, such as oscilla on iden fica on, enable operators to be er track system
stress and dynamic phenomena and evaluate viability of responses. Coopera on with other countries of the same synchronous area, in the form of real- me PMU data exchange, proved par cularly useful.

What is next?
More PMUs are expected to be installed in the near future, for a total of about 100 units. Future
PMU deployment will address cri cal interfaces of the grid. When each border is fully monitored,
es ma on of the state “by areas” may be inves gated as a new monitoring func on. Other an cipated ac vi es include the design of WACS/WAPS solu ons, coordinated and integrated with the
exis ng Italian defence plans and shedding schemes. The central processing system will be
enhanced with a distributed architecture that will ensure higher reliability and allow the system
to manage the increased amount of data that will result from further PMU deployment.
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SOUTH AFRICA
Market Structure

Eskom is the primary electricity supplier of
Southern Africa

Electricity Consumed (2014)

224,000 GWh

Peak Demand (2014)

34,000 MW

System Type

South Africa has a synchronous power
system

Electricity Fuel Mix (2014)

Production
Hydro

600 MW

Pumped Storage

1,400 MW

Nuclear

1,800 MW

Gas Turbines

2,400 MW

Coal

35,800 MW

Installed Power (2014)

42,000 MW

Interconnection

Tie-lines connect the South African grid to
neighbouring countries: Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Swaziland,
and Lesotho

Contact

Oswald van Ginkel
Eskom Holdings SOC Ltd, RT&D, Smart Grids
vginkeo@eskom.co.za
Renier van Rooyen
Eskom Holdings SOC Ltd, RT&D, Smart Grids
vrooyere@eskom.co.za
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CASE
Leading organizaƟon:

Grid SituaƟonal AwarenessVisualisaƟon Plaƞorm
ESKOM

Commissioning year:
Type of project:

2013
Proof of Concept

Project name:

CASE HIGHLIGHTS
Inves gate the feasibility, requirements, and development of a Visualisa on Server
stack to improve the grid situa onal awareness
The system will provide real- me support for intelligent decision making
and improve the eﬃciency of the following tasks:
•

Maintenance scheduling

•

Preventa ve maintenance

•

Fault-finding

Addi onal benefits include:
•

Reduced down me

•

Immediate feedback based on data, including warnings of impending danger
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Introduction
Situa onal awareness requires the ability to accurately an cipate future problems of
the interconnected electrical power system and environmental condi ons to enable
eﬀec ve mi ga on ac ons.
Grid situa onal awareness provides real- me support for intelligent decision making
based on real- me event management, forecas ng, power stability, and management
through dynamic system sources.
This project’s proof of concept (POC) focuses on integra ng various data sources to
enable Eskom, the Southern Africa u lity, to make smart decisions regarding situa onal
awareness based on experience built up through the implementa on process.
This project provides opera onal data and integrates geographic informa on systems
(GISs) with historic data.

Figure 22: Visualisa on of GIS data aggregated from the South African T&D system.
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The comple on of the POC entailed integra ng various live data sets onto a central
visualisa on pla orm. Inves ga ons were conducted to classify the data sources
according to the following ques ons:
•

Where is the current data residing?

•

Who is responsible for the data?

•

How did said person(s) store the data?

•

In what format is the current data?

•

How may said data be accessed?

•

How is said data integrated?

•

How may you visualise said data?

A er the meta-data had been gathered, work focused on integra ng the data sets into
the visualisa on pla orm where the following ques ons had to be answered:
•

How will the data be displayed?

•

What groups of data should be displayed together?

•

What visualisa on func onality can be implemented on the data layer in
ques on?

The physical integra on process was completed in three months. Most of the project‘s
one-year meline was spent collabora ng with diﬀerent providers of data, possible
users of the data throughout the business, and system architects in order to establish a
roadmap for future implementa ons regarding the integra on and visualisa on of data
from disparate sources.
The main purpose of this research is the development of a centralised visualisa on
server pla orm. This work includes evalua on of geospa al and historian so ware,
integra on of data sources, and crea on and demonstra on of a visualisa on server.
Weather data, such as lightning and fire data, and supervisory control and data acquision (SCADA) data are to be integrated on the same pla orm. Limita ons and findings
will be noted.
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Objectives and Bene its
The overall goal is to improve the situa onal awareness in the Eskom system, and the
described POC aims at inves ga ng the feasibility, requirements, and development of a
visualisa on server stack. The visualisa on server func onality was to be demonstrated
upon comple on of this POC.
The following key ques ons are addressed:
•

How eﬀec ve were the visualisa on tools used?

•

How can lightning data be interfaced?

•

How can fire data be integrated?

•

What so ware is necessary to implement a visualisa on server?

•

What technologies can be leveraged to enable visualisa on?

•

What is the maximum speed that can be achieved when interfacing each data
source to a common visualisa on pla orm?

•

How eﬀec ve are the current interfaces for enabling visualisa on?

•

What are the capabili es of the rela onal data storage systems enabling visualisa on?

•

Can snapshots of GIS data be u lised in conjunc on with an historian database,
and how?

•

How can wind data be imported and visualised?

•

How can transmission voltage profiles be visualised eﬀec vely?

•

What are the limita ons of using the web-based HTML5 GIS pla orm?

•

How can data from distributed fault loggers be integrated into the historian platform?

•

How can data displays be eﬃciently added to extend the GIS visualisa on platform?
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All of the following benefits and cost benefits will be realised once the research
outputs of this POC are integrated into a fully fledged large-scale project:
•

Learning from past experience: All of the lessons learned within this POC will be
available to other projects, such as the Wires Visualisa on project, to fast track
development on their systems.

•

Improved maintenance scheduling: Assets that are being overused can be idenfied, and they can be targeted for more rou ne maintenance, thus improving
their life cycle.

•

Preventa ve maintenance: Immediate determina on of an asset entering an
abnormal state helps avoid interrup on of supply to the customer while speeding planning and execu on of preventa ve maintenance.

•

Fault finding: This system will monitor the individual health status guidelines
and general health rules, repor ng any anomalies and predic ng the type of
fault at work.

•

Warnings of impending danger: Should a natural disaster or disturbance threaten the u lity’s assets, the system will warn the operators in advance, allowing
preventa ve ac on to be taken.

•

Shortened down me: Because faults are an cipated via this system, the duraon of me a customer will be disconnected from the grid will be minimised
due to preemp ve (rather than reac ve) maintenance.

•

Immediate feedback based on data: Any weather anomaly iden fied by this
system or faults generated by assets will provide immediate feedback to the
applicable personnel for ac on to be taken.
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Technology
Data interfaces include SCADA Data Gateway solu ons, customised implementa ons for
loading some data sources via ASCII files into the historian, Telnet feeds, and the Open
Geospa al Consor um Standard interfaces in the GIS environment. Linking to remote
databases by using an object linking and embedding database (OLE DB) was also inves gated.
Support for access protocols of data, such as representa onal state transfer (REST) and
simple object access protocol (SOAP) web services and standardised forma ng of the
data, were considered.
The use of a “big data” approach, where the data storage is separate from the data hierarchy and structure, was u lised in the approach to make the data management simple
and to easily allow automated and scheduled synchronisa on of updated data windows
to the visualisa on pla orm.
The data processing algorithms were graphically modelled and implemented on a
schedule.

Workforce Engagement
Throughout the process the various stakeholders within a u lity landscape were iden fied and liaised with in order to maintain a concise and clear vision. This included regular
working groups and technology forum demonstra ons to ins gate a feedback loop into
how eﬀec ve visualisa on can be achieved. The following departments were iden fied
and involved in the process:
•

Informa on technology

•

Engineering

•

GIS

•

Management

•

Grid opera ons

•

External data suppliers

•

Distribu on

•

Transmission
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Current Status and Results
To summarise, the following list of tasks and ac vi es were delivered as part of this
research POC:
•

Providing data source drivers and interfaces for the following data sources
(September 2013–October 2013):
> SCADA Data concentrators
> Digital fault recorders
> Lightning data
> Grass fire data

•

Conduc ng the loading, linking, and visualising of the one-line substa on
diagram with the following key performance indicators (November 2013):
> Real- me network status (e.g., with breaker, transformer status, voltage)
> Transformer, lines, and bus bar loading
> Lightning and fire
> Protec on informa on for plant abnormal status

•

Obtaining object models for substa on objects, their specific a ributes, and the
methods to configure or access said a ributes

•

Proving that various Eskom-specific data sources can be integrated on a visualisa on interface and define appropriate methodologies to do so

•

Obtaining feedback from the system operator regarding the transfer of developed capabili es into a maintained produc on environment during the closing
phase of the 2013/14 financial year

Lessons Learned and Best Practices
Regarding the GIS pla orm, the following is of note:
•

Managing of changes made to the JavaScript libraries must include proper
tes ng on a variety of browsers u lised to access the data. The por ng of the
libraries has to be managed eﬀec vely from development through the ul mate
produc on system.

•

The OLE DB protocol is func onal in impor ng historian data into the GIS environment, but may be regarded as ineﬃcient especially because of the maintenance and work required for adding addi onal data sources.

•

A streamlined interface between the historian pla orm and the GIS pla orm
needs to be tested to document its flaws, shortcomings, and triumphs. This may
eﬀec vely replace much of the func onality currently addressed through OLE
DB protocol and related SQL scripts to process the data. This may, therefore,
poten ally simplify the integra on of addi onal data sources.
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The use of HTML5 provides an eﬀec ve way to address a variety of mobile and desktop
pla orms and allow the pla orm the independence required from a business so ware
architectural perspec ve.
The OLE DB protocol did present some reliability problems, especially when impor ng
large quan es of data windows for visualisa on.
The tested historian system is able to store lightning data. The eﬃciency of the storage,
however, is lacking in the following way:
•

The lightning may possibly occur more frequently (monitored at 1ns periods)
than the storage resolu on supported (15.28 μs). However, there may only be a
limited number of cases where a lightning strike actually occurs in 15.28μs since
the previous strike.

•

The processing of large data sets of lightning is evidently slower than that of
other data streams as evident from the average comple on me around six
minutes, and there may be cases where this processing can last up to an hour.
Op mised processing and filtering might slightly enhance the speed of this
asynchronous data source in par cular.

It will be important that standard compression se ngs are specified for the various
typical substa on and other data inputs to the historian. This will ensure uniform data
integrity throughout all datasets and enforce the reliability of the standard comparison
of data.
It is advisable to use template data tags to simplify automa c crea on of tags on the
me series historian.
An virus and firewall systems u lise protocols that may nega vely aﬀect the interoperability of the various systems, and proper tes ng and configura on is required between
data interfacing compute and buﬀer nodes and the historian.
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Next Steps
Eskom renewable genera on and independent power producers (IPPs) are severely
impacted in terms of output capacity when dealing with weather condi ons. This will
produce severe imbalances should this genera on capacity suddenly diminish due to
pressing weather condi ons. Future work will seek to inform the system operator of
changes in forecasted load on renewables so the appropriate mi ga ng ac ons can be
taken to restore balance to the grid.
The following list describes the planned high-priority outputs for con nued research on
grid situa onal awareness. The focus is especially on integra ng data and implemen ng
models related to forecas ng renewable genera on capacity.
•

IPPs
> Genera ng capacity
> Forecast data
> Plan Load
> Audit IPP MW generated

•

Home renewables market

•

Predic ng impact on the grid

•

Pollu on data

•

Plant growth and vegeta on

•

Expanding and implemen ng visualisa on and aler ng rules
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SUMMARY: ESKOM PROVIDES REAL-TIME SUPPORT FOR
INTELLIGENT DECISION MAKING
What is the project about?
The project is about grid situa onal awareness (i.e., the combina on of the electrical interconnected power system with environmental condi ons in order to accurately an cipate future
problems to enable eﬀec ve mi ga on ac ons). Grid situa onal awareness provides real- me
support for intelligent decision making based on real- me event management, forecas ng,
power stability, and management through dynamic system sources.
The proof-of-concept focuses on integra ng various data sources in order for Eskom, the South
African u lity, to be able to make intelligent decisions regarding situa onal awareness based on
experience built up through the implementa on process.

Main goals
The main goal is to improve the situa onal awareness in the Eskom system, and the described
proof-of-concept aims at inves ga ng the feasibility, requirements, and development of a visualisa on server stack for the grid situa onal awareness concept.

Current status/ meline
The physical integra on process was completed in three months. Most of the project’s one-year
meline was spent collabora ng with diﬀerent providers of data, possible users of the data
throughout the business, and system architects in order to establish a roadmap for future implementa ons regarding the integra on and visualisa on of data from disparate sources. Feedback
was provided by the system operators regarding the transfer of developed capabili es into a
maintained produc on environment during the closing phase of the 2013/14 financial year.

What is the result/expected benefits of the project?
Some benefits to grid situa onal awareness include the following:
•

Improved maintenance scheduling

•

Ability to perform preventa ve maintenance

•

Fault finding

•

Warnings of impending danger

•

Shortened down me

•

Immediate feedback based on data

What is next?
The focus of the con nued research on grid situa onal awareness is on integra ng data and
implemen ng models related to forecas ng future renewable genera on capacity and informing
the system operator of dras c changes. Other data sources include pollu on data and plant
growth and vegeta on. There are also plans to expand on visualisa on and aler ng rules.
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FRANCE
Market Structure

One transmission company (RTE), 21
distributing companies (the major one,
ERDF, covering 95% of the consumers).
Market opened to all consumers, feed-in
tariffs for RES.

Electricity Consumed (2013)

476.200 GWh

Peak Demand (2013)

92,600 MW

System Type

Synchronous European Grid (34 European
countries connected)

Electricity Fuel Mix (2013)

Production

Ratio

All

550.9 TWh

100%

Nuclear

403.7 TWh

73.3%

Coal

19.8 TWh

3.6%

Fuel

5.4 TWh

1%

Gas

19.5 TWh

3.5%

Hydro

75.7 TWh

13.8%

Wind

15.9 TWh

2.9%

PV

4.6 TWh

0.8%

Other RES

6.3 TWh

1.1%

Installed Power

128.600 MW

Interconnection

With 100,000 km of lines from 63 to 400 kV, almost
2,700 substations and 46 crossborder lines to
Spain, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Belgium, and
Great Britain, the network owned and operated by
RTE is the largest in Europe.

Contact

BENA Michel, SmartGrids Director
RTE
Michel.bena@rte-france.com
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CASE
Project name:

Smart SubstaƟon

Leading organizaƟon:

RTE

Commissioning year:
Type of project:

2016
Industrial pilot

CASE HIGHLIGHTS
The smart substaƟon soluƟons will provide the following benefits:
•
•
•
•

Reduced environmental impact
Improved integra on of renewable energy
Increased transmission capaci es
Op mised use of the exis ng asset

The smart substaƟon soluƟons will achieve those benefits through the
following mechanisms:
•
•

•

Full digitaliza on of all links between the high-voltage equipment and the
intelligent electronic devices
Development of an open architecture (IEC 61850) that allows high-level system
func ons like local state es ma on, local analysis and diagnosis of incidents, and
auto-adap ve protec on schemes
Implementa on of sensors and monitoring to op mize system opera on and
maintenance (e.g., dynamic line ra ng and preven ve maintenance)
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Introduction
The development and integra on of distributed genera on, especially renewable
energy sources (RES), and changes in the consump on habits from new uses and ac ve
consumers, push the transmission and distribu on system operators to adapt their
assets to operate nearer to their physical limits. These changes also increase the transit
capacity. Ongoing evolu on of system opera on and control is necessary to preserve, if
not increase, quality of service in respect of economic constraints.
Transmission system operators (TSOs) and distribu on system operators (DSOs) face the
challenge of op mising T&D systems with strong constraints on the assets. Because of
environmental pressure and social acceptability, it is much more diﬃcult today to build
new overhead lines (OHLs), underground cables, or substa ons. One way to deal with
this is to bring new opera ng func onali es to the exis ng grid.
The Smart Substa on project is an industrial pilot project of a new technological package, bringing advanced control func onali es to the French electrical grid. The project
aims to bring new, digitalised func onali es of the electrical substa on to the
ultra-high-voltage grid, while considering the interface with the distribu on grid.
The project will design, build, test, and operate a package of innova ve components in
smart substa ons under opera ng condi ons and assess the technical and economical
benefits for the electrical system (from economic, environmental, and security points of
view).
The four-year project began in 2013; the first three years will be dedicated to technology
development and the final year to experimenta on. The demonstra ons will be set in
the north of France where there is significant wind power and where a many new wind
parks are planned. Two types of substa ons will be developed and tested—a transmission substa on and a distribu on substa on—which represent the interface between
the transmission system and the distribu on system. The innova ve digitalised architecture will be deployed on exis ng substa ons.
The project, financially supported by the French government, has an overall budget of
€32 million, and was developed through a consor um led by RTE. Members of the
consor um are ERDF, Alstom Grid, Alcatel Lucent, Schneider Electric, and the start-up
Neelogy.
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Objectives and Bene its
The Smart Substa on project aims to design, build, test, and operate two fully digital
smart substa ons in the northern area of France. Innova ve solu ons will be implemented and tested in real opera ng condi ons with appropriate cyber security measures.
The project will assess the benefits provided by these solu ons, such as a lower environmental impact, be er integra on of renewable energies, improved transmission
capaci es, and op mal use of the exis ng assets.
The main scien fic and technical objec ves include the following:
•

Full digitalisa on of all links between the high-voltage equipment and the Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs)

•

Development of an open architecture (IEC 61850) that provides a standardised
interface for high-level system func ons, such as local state es ma on, local
analysis, and diagnosis of incidents, and an auto-adap ve protec on scheme

•

Implementa on of sensors and monitoring to op mise system opera on and
maintenance (e.g., dynamic line ra ng [DLR] and preven ve maintenance)

•

Implementa on of a digital interface between the TSO and DSO

•

Full redundancy for relays and telecontrol

At a na onal scale, a transmission system using smart substa ons carries more energy
than a tradi onal grid. Smart substa ons will enable the electrical power equipment to
safely operate closer to physical limits. The development of digitalisa on will op mise
the grid’s reinforcement works. At stake is The Ten Year Network Development Plan,
compiled at the ENTSO-E level, which es mates that these reinforcement works are
worth €50 billion in Europe.
The digi sa on of all substa ons will also contribute to successful realiza on of the
European commitment to increase RES integra on.

Technology
Compared to the exis ng analog or semi-digital architectures, which are proprietary and
closed systems, the most important change in the technological scheme will be the
open system architecture. This will enable the connec on of new equipment and
allow for the implementa on of new func ons, thanks to middleware and a new
generic database. These advanced func ons will enable real- me knowledge of the
state of the grid.
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This project will also accelerate restora on by improving control of technical hazards
and increasing the possibility of carrying out opera on and maintenance from afar.
These developments hinge upon two addi onal constraints: interoperability and cyber
security. They will be based on the interna onal standard IEC 61850 and will enable its
enrichment.

Figure 23: Technology integra on in the Smart Substa on.
Thus, technical challenges can be summarised by the following:
•

Fully digital connec on (op cal fibre) between primary equipment and
control-command systems

•

IEC 61850 full compliance on the process bus, on the sta on bus, and between
the substa ons

•

Interoperability

•

New approach for system redundancy and implementa on of func ons in the
IEDs

•

A global solu on addressing all the present and future requirements based on an
evolu onary approach

•

Informa on and communica ons technology integra on
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Black shading = future extensions

Figure 24: Exis ng equipment to be upgraded and future extensions.

Partnership Collaboration
The s mulus for this project was an invita on for projects issued by the French environmental and energy agency (ADEME). The project is par ally funded by the French
government.
The TSO (RTE) and DSO (ERDF) provided the assets and knowledge necessary for
conduc ng a full-size test. They also contribute to the research by making their
know-how in design, opera on, and maintenance accessible to other par cipants. Alcatel-Lucent, a major actor in telecommunica ons, brings its know-how in communica on
systems and cyber security.
The nature of the partnership allows the diﬀerent par es to benefit from each other’s
skills. RTE and ERDF are able to study the func onal and economic improvement of the
fully digitalised components and measure the benefits of these technologies in an opera ng system.
Alstom Grid, Schneider Electric, and Neelogy have access to RTE’s and ERDF’s know-how
and assets, and will be able to experiment on full-scale demonstrators. Some research
players will act as subcontractors.
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Current Status and Results
The Smart Substa on project, with its new func onali es, appears to be the first such
eﬀort to develop such advanced func onali es. Some of the most important func ons
include the following:
•

Numerical system automa on with a new approach of redundancy and reliability

•

Several monitoring solu ons

•

Automa c fault analysis and fault loca on

•

A large-scale weather DLR (380 km of OHL)

•

Asset management tools in the substa on

•

Full remote control

•

Extremely compact solu ons: numerical system for 22 feeders, 2 voltage levels,
and auxiliary supply with ba eries for 4 hours autonomy in a single container

Fully compliant with the na onal framework of industry development as defined by
ADEME and various ministries’ roadmaps, this project represents a necessary part of
the development of smart grids on a European scale, in addi on to the other ac ons
undertaken in this field.
Specifica ons are complete and development is underway, especially in the Alstom
Grid Labs. The first results on site will come in 2016.

Lessons Learned and Best Practices
This first year has shown the feasibility of a global process bus, of a complete redundant
architecture, and the concept of a wide-area automa on solu on, which could eventually lead to automa c restora on plans without human ac ons.
The project demonstrated the feasibility of a sensorless DLR on flat land, though the
relevance for a larger area and for lightly wooded land has not yet been verified.
Finally, this first year has shown the relevance of incorpora ng phase specifica on
nested with the phase of development of the manufacturer. This allows the manufacturer to express its constraints and limita ons. Global op misa on clients and subcontractors are sought. RTE and Alstom Grid are both enjoying significant success, and the
me savings seen to date is substan al.
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Next Steps
The massive implementa on process of the decentralised produc ons, the load shedding on peak hours, and the digitalisa on of the grids components will significantly complicate the electrical system, local grid code, and the opera ng and maintenance condions. The “centralised” model will not be the technological and economic op mum; an
ar ficial intelligence with distributed advanced automa on system algorithms in a
spa al scale s ll undefined will have to be set up.
That technological development (i.e., digitalisa on of the components and distributed
advanced automa on) is in progress in Europe, and specifically in France concerning the
TSO (RTE) and DSO (ERDF), as well as manufacturers (Alstom Grid and Schneider Electric).
Digitalisa on—and thus automa on—of the grids is a major industrial challenge for the
coming decades for developed countries’ grids, as well as for emerging countries, such
as Brazil, China, and India.
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SUMMARY: DEVELOPING NEW FUNCTIONS WITH
THE SMART SUBSTATION
What is the project about?
The Smart Substa on project aims at developing new, digitalised func onali es of the electrical
substa on, focusing on the ultra-high-voltage grid while considering the interface with the distribu on grid. This is an industrial pilot project with experimenta on of a new technological package including new advanced control func onali es in the French electrical grid.
The demonstra ons will be set in the north of France, where there is significant wind power and
where several new parks are planned. Two types of substa ons will be developed and tested: a
transmission substa on and a distribu on substa on that represent the interface between the
transmission system and the distribu on system. The innova ve digitalised architecture will be
deployed on exis ng substa ons.

Main goals
The Smart Substa on project aims to design, build, test, and operate two fully digital smart
substa ons by 2015 in the northern area of France. The project will assess the benefits provided
by these solu ons, such as a lower environmental impact, be er integra on of the renewable
energy sources (RES), improved transmission capaci es, and op mal use of the exis ng assets.

Current status/Ɵmeline
This is a four-year project that began in 2013. Three years will be dedicated to development and
one to experimenta on. Currently (as of July 2014), specifica ons are finished and development
is underway. The first results on site will come in 2016.

What is the result/expected benefits of the project?
The development of smart substa ons will enable the electrical power equipment to work closer
to their physical limits. At a na onal scale, a transmission system using smart substa ons carries
more energy than a tradi onal grid. The development of digitalisa on will, also looking at a
na onal scale, enable op misa on of the grid’s reinforcement works. The digi sa on of all
substa ons is also a technological solu on that will contribute to reaching the European commitment to increase RES integra on.

What is next?
The project will con nue to 2017, with the first results coming from the site in 2016. The project
results will be examined and the new func onali es will be further developed. The project results
will be inves gated based on experiment feedback on the advantages (from the operator’s point
of view) resul ng from digital technologies and advanced func ons.
If the outcome is posi ve, the project will enable the transmission system operator to start drawing up methodologies for the implementa on process on site, work on the graphical user interface (which should assist the operators on smart substa ons management), and prepare for the
cra s evolu on.
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AUSTRIA
Market Structure

One transmission (Austrian Power Grid
[APG]) and several distribution companies
(all regulated)
Fully deregulated retail electricity market

Electricity Consumed (2013)

69,613 GWh

Peak Demand (2013)

10,092 MW

System Type

Austria is part of the ENTSO-E synchro
nous power system

Electricity Fuel Mix (2013)
Production

Ratio

Hydro Power

40,963 GWh

60.5%

Thermal Power1

16,489 GWh

24.3%

Wind

2,237 GWh

3.3%

Others (incl. PV)

8,027 GWh

11.8%

67,716 GWh

100%

Total

Installed Power (2012)

23,164 MW

Electricity System (2012) &
Interconnection

Total system length is 253,151 km
Voltage level

Overhead [km]

Cable [km] Total [km]

380 kV

2,783 (1.1%)

55 (0.0 %)

2,838

220 kV

3,662 (1.4%)

5 km (0.0 %)

3,667

110 kV

10,501 (4.1%)

660 (0.3%) 11,161

1kV < 110 kV

28,755 (11.4%)

39,319 (15.5%) 68,074

< 1 kV

37,088 (14.7%) 130,325 (51.5%) 167,412

Total

82,788 (32.7%) 170,363 (67.3%) 253,151

(Source e-control Austria)
There are several links to the neighbour
ing countries: Germany, Czech Republic,
Hungary, Slovenia, Italy, and Switzerland.
Contact

1

Helfried Brunner
Austrian Institute of Technology GmbH
Helfried.Brunner@ait.ac.at

Coal 6,097 GWh, Oil 683 GWh, Gas 6,416 GWh, and Others (biomass and waste) 3,293 GWh
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CASE
Project name:

Maximising
Ma
ximising the DER hosƟng capacity of
low-- and medium-voltage networks
low

Leading organizaƟon:

AIT

Commissioning year:
Type of project:

2014
Field test pilot

CASE HIGHLIGHTS
The hosƟng capacity can be increased in low- and medium-voltage networks
through smart planning, smart monitoring, and smart control.

Diﬀerent control possibiliƟes for voltage band management in mediumvoltage networks with high share of distributed generaƟon were proven successful:
•
•

A stand-alone soluƟon integrated at substaƟon level based on measurements
A distributed management system based on state esƟmaƟon both controlling
setpoints of the on-load tap-changer transformer and generators

With Intelligent planning of DG integraƟon supported by monitoring, the hosƟng capaci
ty of LV networks can be signiﬁcantly increased. In term of acƟve network control a
distributed control approach seems to be the most successful.

2

The Demo Case Austria is presenting different projects: DG DemoNet- Concept & Validation, ZUQDE, ISOLVES: PSSA-M and DG DemoNet Smart LV Grid
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Introduction
In Austria, approximately 60% of the electricity is produced by hydropower. There is a
signiﬁcant share of large hydropower plants (e.g., along the river Danube) and pump
storages (located in the Alps region), as well as small- and medium-scale hydro plants in
the mountains. Hence, the share of renewable-based electricity generaƟon in Austria is
already very high. Nevertheless, it is expected that addiƟonal renewables—mainly wind,
small hydro, and photovoltaics (PV)—are going to be integrated, primarily in distribuƟon
networks.
Austrian distribuƟon grids are operated by approximately 140 distribuƟon network
operators (including a large number of municipal uƟliƟes and small local network opera
tors). The distribuƟon network is typically designed with three voltage levels:
•

High voltage (HV): 110 kV

•

Medium voltage (MV): 10 kV (mainly urban) to 30 kV

•

Low voltage (LV): 0.4 kV

The primary driver for Demo Case Austria is the massive integraƟon of renewable-based
distributed generaƟon (DG) into the distribuƟon system, primarily in rural areas. The
projects presented here seek to increase the hosƟng capacity of the exisƟng MV and LV
distribuƟon networks for distributed energy resources (DER), including DG, demand
response (DR), and electric vehicles.

Objectives and Beneϐits
The main objecƟve of Demo Case Austria is to ﬁnd an eﬃcient way to integrate renewa
ble-based DG with regard to opƟmised investment by maximising the uƟlisaƟon of the
exisƟng asset base in MV and LV grids. The main challenge of integraƟng DER in distribu
Ɵon networks is keeping the voltage within the speciﬁed limits (voltage band, in compli
ance with EN 50160 “Voltage characterisƟcs of electricity supplied by public distribuƟon
systems”). Thus, the main funcƟons elaborated in the ﬁeld tests are the following:
•

Smart planning

•

Smart monitoring

•

Smart control
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The following acƟviƟes for increasing DER hosƟng capacity in MV and LV distribuƟon
networks are included in this case study:
•

Increasing DER hosƟng capacity in MV networks and related voltage control
concepts
> Network operators: Vorarlberger Energienetze GmbH, Salzburg Netz GmbH
> Field tests and demonstraƟons in Großes Walsertal and Lungau
> Speciﬁc related projects: DG DemoNet Concept & ValidaƟon, ZUQDE

•

Increasing DER hosƟng capacity in LV networks and related voltage control
concepts
> Network Operators: Salzburg Netz GmbH, Netz Oberösterreich GmbH,
Linz Stromnetz GmbH
> Field tests and demonstraƟons in Köstendorf, Eberstalzell, and Prendt
> Speciﬁc related projects: ISOLVES: PSSA-M and DG DemoNet Smart LV Grid

The expected impact and validated impact of the controls and soluƟons
developed and demonstrated are as follows:
Enhancement of renewable energy sources integraƟon:
HosƟng capacity can be signiﬁcantly increased by implemenƟng voltage control
concepts in MV networks (e.g., the ZUQDE system enables a further increase of DG
generaƟon capacity by 20% in the criƟcal network secƟon). It is expected that, compared
to convenƟonal approaches, the intelligent planning, intelligent monitoring, and acƟve
management and control approaches tested in the project can double the hosƟng
capacity of given LV networks for distributed PV systems.
Losses reducƟon:
The minimisaƟon of distribuƟon losses is one of the funcƟons of the ZUQDE control
system. It is, however, hard to quanƟfy and depends on the target funcƟon selected for
the opƟmal power ﬂow algorithm. In LV networks, a maximum uƟlisaƟon of on-site
generated energy results in reduced power ﬂows and thereby reduces losses compared
to business as usual. However, compared to the reference scenario grid reinforcement,
the overall distribuƟon losses might be higher.
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reducƟon:
GHG emissions are reduced as a result of the increased hosƟng capacity and consequent
increased generaƟon of more renewable energy. An addiƟonal generaƟon capacity of
1.7 MW of small hydropower in the MV region of Lungau results in approximately 8.5
MWh of renewable energy. Compared to thermal power plants using fuel oil, this results
in the reducƟon of carbon dioxide emissions by 5.5 tonnes per year. The same assess
ments are going to be done in the course of the LV network ﬁeld tests. A rough esƟma
Ɵon results in a reducƟon of 160 tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions through the demo
project.
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IntegraƟon between producers, consumers, and prosumers:
In order to increase the ﬂexibility to control reacƟve and acƟve power ﬂow in the LV
demo sites, consumers are going to be considered as acƟvely integrated prosumers in
an LV smart grid operaƟon. It is also possible to integrate consumers (loads) into the
control approaches at the MV level. This was, however, not implemented in the demo
project.
Synergies with smart metering systems:
In the LV network, a smart metering system improves network monitoring within the
network control approach and also improves the energy usage and generaƟon informa
Ɵon available to consumers.
Future deployment of advanced services:
All smart grid applicaƟons developed and tested by the individual projects are part of an
overall smart grid approach to enable advanced services.

Technology
Demo case MV network
In principle, two diﬀerent approaches are used in the MV demo case. The DG DemoNet
approach is a stand-alone soluƟon integrated at substaƟon level based on measure
ments in the grid,3 and the ZUQDE approach is a soluƟon integrated in a distribuƟon
management system (DMS) based on state esƟmaƟon.
DG DemoNet approach
A central voltage control unit located at the primary substaƟon uses voltage measure
ment at “criƟcal nodes” (idenƟﬁed through oﬄine studies) for dynamic control of the
on-load tap-changer (OLTC) transformer and hierarchical control of generators (reacƟve
power [volt/var] control of hydropower plants). The main funcƟon is voltage band man
agement (fulﬁlment of the required voltage limits) in order to increase the DER hosƟng
capacity of the exisƟng MV network infrastructure.
The main funcƟons are the following:
•
Voltage band management (fulﬁlment of the desired voltage limits)
•
ReacƟve power management

Figure 25: DG DemoNet voltage controller architecture.
3

R. Schwalbe, W. Prüggler, H. Brunner, B. Bletterie, A. Abart, R. Pointner, F. Herb: "DG DEMONET - Final Results Of Field Trial Validation Of Coordinated Volt/Var
Control"; CIRED Workshop 2014, Rome, Italy 11th June 2014 – 12th June 2014
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ZUQDE approach
The ZUGDE controller aims at a central opƟmisaƟon of the set points for the OLTC trans
former and the generators (reacƟve power) via applicaƟons in the DMS. A distribuƟon
system state esƟmator (DSSE) uses a network model and the primary voltage of the
110/30 kV transformer for an opƟmised online calculaƟon of the network situaƟon.
Based on the state esƟmaƟon and the selected target funcƟon, the Voltage/VAR Con
troller (VVC) deﬁnes the set points.
There are three main funcƟons:
•

Voltage band management (fulﬁlment of the required voltage limits)

•

MinimisaƟon of network losses

•

ReacƟve power management

Figure 26: ZUQDE controller architecture.

Demo case LV networks
For LV networks, three diﬀerent use cases have been designed:
•

Prendt (intelligent planning and smart monitoring): VeriﬁcaƟon of the probabilisƟc planning method by measurements in a grid with a high penetraƟon of PV.

•

Eberstalzell (smart sensing and coordinated generaƟon control): TesƟng of the
control and monitoring soluƟons in a grid with a high penetraƟon of PV based
on smart metering communicaƟon infrastructure.

•

Köstendorf (smart sensoring and coordinated load control): TesƟng of the
control and monitoring soluƟons in a grid with a high penetraƟon of PV linked
with a high penetraƟon of electric vehicles.
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The demonstraƟon networks developed and implemented diﬀerent approaches for
voltage control in LV networks with a high share of PV and electric vehicles:
1.

The OLTC in the secondary substaƟon, as well as the other components within
the test area, use their integrated controls and characterisƟcs without communi
caƟng with each other (local control).

2.

The OLTC receives measurement data from preselected points in the grid so that
it can change the tap posiƟon to an ideal level for the whole grid (distributed
control).

3.

In addiƟon to approach 2, all distributed devices (e.g., PV inverters and electric
vehicle charging staƟons) receive the same set points and characterisƟcs (e.g.,
depending on reacƟve power control and voltage electric vehicle charging),
which are opƟmised for the current status of the grid (coordinated control).

4.

In contrast to approach 3, each device receives its own characterisƟcs.

5.

To maximise the eﬀect, devices near the transformer staƟon and devices far from
the staƟon are handled diﬀerently.

The algorithms for the coordinated control are located in the so-called Low Voltage Grid
Controller (LVGC) at the secondary substaƟon level. A communicaƟon technology
broadband connecƟon via internet protocol (IP), as well as via programmable logic
controller (PLC), is used. Smart meters act as monitoring devices for the enƟre control
system. Special gateways to PV inverters and charging staƟons have been developed
within the project.

Community Engagement
In the MV network projects, the involvement of the community is limited to the opera
tors of the DG units, who agreed to join the demonstraƟon project and parƟcipate via
reacƟve power control. Because of the possible loss of income, the acƟve power curtail
ment was not used in the demonstraƟon phase.
In the LV-level projects, there was high community engagement. In the preparaƟon
phase of the project, LV demonstraƟon networks were chosen according to the technical
suitability of the networks, as well as the willingness of the local people to be part of the
project. Supported by a special funding scheme in all LV networks, 50% of the inhabit
ants decided to invest in a PV rooŌop installaƟon (e.g., 43 in Köstendorf and 75 in Eber
stalzell). In Köstendorf, people had the possibility to get an electric vehicle for the dura
Ɵon of the demonstraƟon phase (36 electric vehicles are now in operaƟon) in addiƟon
to the PV installaƟon in which they invested. Within a couple of days, all of the available
PV installaƟons and electric vehicles had been allocated.
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Current Status and Results
Demo case MV network
The soluƟons that were realised with the ZUQDE approach and demonstrated in the
ﬁeld test area Lungau, including the integraƟon in the grid control plaƞorm, have been
successfully demonstrated from a technical, operaƟonal, and economic perspecƟve. The
developed soŌware package, including DSSE and VVC, fulﬁlled the deﬁned funcƟonali
Ɵes for supporƟng network operaƟon in terms of voltage band management with a high
share of DG. In principle, the cascaded control can be implemented in all MV networks
covered by the exisƟng grid control plaƞorm.
The soluƟons realised with the DG DemoNet approach conﬁrmed the feasibility and the
success of the concept, and also showed that convenƟonal alternaƟves to grid reinforce
ment like “ring” switching state and opƟmally conﬁgured line drop compensaƟon can be
cost eﬃcient.
Even if the gain in voltage band usage in the ﬁeld test was slightly smaller than expected
according to the simulaƟons in the two demonstraƟon grids (due to deﬁciencies in the
load models), the principal funcƟoning of the developed control concepts was validated
in the course of the one-year ﬁeld test phase. During the validaƟon of this project, no
signiﬁcant DG capaciƟes (e.g., of up to 17 MW in demo case Großes Walsertal) were
installed in the demonstraƟon grids, so the total potenƟal of the control concepts sƟll
relies on simulaƟon results of former work. However, the control funcƟons sƟll can be
expected to become a powerful and ﬂexible tool for distribuƟon systems operators
(DSOs) to economically integrate extra DG in recently reinforced grids.
Even if the related project was oﬃcially ﬁnished at the end of 2013, the DG DemoNet
controllers are sƟll in operaƟon in the network area of Großes Walsertal.

Demo case LV networks
SimulaƟons show that some of the described control stages are of limited suitability in
the considered LV grids because of the complexity of LV grids. Under unsymmetrical
condiƟons, strong feeder diversity and a strongly non-uniform load/generaƟon distribu
Ɵon line drop compensaƟon is not suitable for esƟmaƟng voltage condiƟons in the
examined grids. Because of the network speciﬁciƟes (strong MV-connecƟon) and the
properƟes of the transformer prototype (large tap size), the beneﬁts of the local trans
former bus bar voltage control (Approach 1) are very limited. Nevertheless, in LV grids
connected to a highly variable MV grid and with transformers exhibiƟng a smaller tap
size, this simple control concept (Approach 1) can enhance the network operaƟon and
increase the hosƟng capacity. By decoupling the MV from the LV, some reserves can be
relieved and made available for the connecƟon of addiƟonal network users (PV genera
tors or charging staƟons for electric vehicles).
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The simulaƟons performed for the distributed voltage control (Approach 2) led to prom
ising simulaƟon results, showing that the node voltages can be safely kept within the
given limits.
For the more complex control stages (Approach 3–5) the addiƟonal advantage in terms
of voltage band uƟlisaƟon in the three ﬁeld test areas is limited, because of the speciﬁcs
of the invesƟgated grids. Compared to the increasing complexity and addiƟonal require
ments on the system architecture, the beneﬁt for the voltage band management is quite
limited.
The control concepts developed and tested within a simulaƟon environment were
validated in three Austrian LV grids unƟl the end of 2014. The results and experiences
will be published. IniƟal experiences showed that, with intelligent planning of DG inte
graƟon supported by beƩer knowledge of the network through monitoring, the hosƟng
capacity of LV networks can be signiﬁcantly increased compared to convenƟonal
network planning.

Lessons Learned and Best Practices
ZUQDE approach (MV): The grid control plaƞorm (DMS) requires related data (e.g., load
models) and the remote control of DG and the OLTC transformer in the substaƟon (tele
control). The higher requirement for data availability is caused by the state esƟmaƟon.
The operaƟon of a network with a cascaded control is going to be more complex,
because of the interacƟon of a higher number of stakeholders and the reliability require
ments followed by less reserve in the network. The failure of an individual component
will inﬂuence the enƟre system. The system needs to be designed in such a way that
with the loss of one component, the network can sƟll operate. This was tested by
chance in the demonstraƟon phase, when the telecontrol system failed. The system
went into a local operaƟon mode (for each individual component), and the network was
sƟll operated within the limits.
The following quesƟons need to be answered when there is a very high number of DG
and the operaƟonal limits of the network are exhausted by “smart grid controls”:
•

What is the maximum number of DG units at which the fall-back into a local
control is no longer suitable?

•

What would be suitable measures to counteract a situaƟon in which local control
is no longer suitable (e.g., switching of loads or generators, acƟve power curtail
ment)?
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DG DemoNet approach: The three main challenges concerning the realisaƟon of coordi
nated voltage control in the expected grids were the following:
•

InstallaƟon of the distributed measurement devices with telecontrol connecƟon

•

IntegraƟon of exisƟng DG into the control process

•

Topology recogniƟon and the integraƟon of the controller into the exisƟng
process control system

As the permanent observaƟon of the voltage situaƟon at selected grid nodes gets more
and more important to ensure voltage quality at customer connecƟon points, costs for
necessary measurement devices can be shared among diﬀerent use cases, resulƟng in
even higher cost advantages for DSOs and DG units.
LV networks: Speciﬁc characterisƟcs of the networks have a strong impact on the bene
ﬁts that could be gained from the diﬀerent approaches for voltage control.

Next Steps
The demonstraƟons and the evaluaƟon of related ﬁeld tests for LV networks were com
pleted at the end of 2014. A follow-up project to invesƟgate the integraƟon of
small-scale storage in the ﬁeld test areas is under preparaƟon.
The ZUQDE approach is already commercialised and available as a module within a grid
control plaƞorm (Siemens Grid Control Plaƞorm Spectrum). Addressing the challenge of
topology recogniƟon for the DG DemoNet approach, an enhancement of the algorithms
towards adapƟve control is under preparaƟon in order to avoid the necessity of knowing
the network topology.
One important issue for further invesƟgaƟon is the replicability and scalability of the
developed soluƟon—in Austria as well as in Europe—in order to idenƟfy networks
where similar problems may occur and test whether these soluƟons will be suitable. The
above-presented demo cases and their respecƟve DSOs (Salzburg Netz Gmbh and Netz
Oberösterreich GmbH), as well as the Austrian InsƟtute of Technology, are partners
within the European FP7 Project iGREENGrid (which started in early 2013), which focus
es on invesƟgaƟng replicability and scalability of the speciﬁc soluƟons by establishing a
family of relevant naƟonal projects (six European key demonstraƟon projects) focused
on the eﬀecƟve integraƟon of variable DG in power distribuƟon grids.
AddiƟonally, based on the experiences in LV and MV networks, the next step will be to
invesƟgate, further develop, and demonstrate the interacƟon of all the controls in HV,
MV, and LV levels and include them in the operaƟonal network management.
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SUMMARY: MAXIMISING THE DER HOSTING CAPACITY OF
LOW- AND MEDIUM-VOLTAGE NETWORKS
What is the project about?
The main challenge of integraƟng distributed energy resources (DER) in rural distribuƟon
networks is keeping the voltage within the speciﬁed limits (i.e., in compliance with EN 50160).
This study considers how to maximise the hosƟng capacity of DER in low-voltage (LV) and medi
um-voltage (MV) networks through the use of smart planning, smart monitoring, and smart
control.

Main goals
The main goal of the project is to ﬁnd an eﬃcient way for the integraƟon of renewable-based
distributed generaƟon (DG) with regard to opƟmised investment by maximising the uƟlisaƟon of
the exisƟng asset base in LV and MV grids. The focus of the related projects presented in this case
study is to increase the hosƟng capacity of LV and MV distribuƟon networks for distributed energy
resources, including DG, demand response, and electric vehicles.

Current status/Ɵmeline
The demonstraƟons and the evaluaƟon of related ﬁeld tests for LV networks were ﬁnalised at the
end of 2014. Currently, a follow-up project on the integraƟon of small-scale storage in the ﬁeld
test area is under preparaƟon. One of the soluƟons for MV networks is already commercialised,
and for the other soluƟon, an enhancement of the algorithms is under preparaƟon.

What is the result/expected beneﬁts of the project?
ImplementaƟon of voltage control concepts in LV and MV networks can increase the hosƟng
capacity signiﬁcantly. Examples of other beneﬁts include the possibility of lower losses and
reduced greenhouse gas emissions.
All smart grid applicaƟons developed and tested within the individual projects are seen as part of
an overall smart grid approach, which should enable advanced services.

What is next?
One important issue is to further invesƟgate the replicability and scalability of the developed
soluƟon in Austria. Therefore, networks where similar problems may occur should be idenƟﬁed
and used to determine whether these soluƟons will be suitable. AddiƟonally, based on the experi
ences in LV and MV networks, the next step will be to invesƟgate, further develop, and demon
strate the interacƟon of all the controls in high voltage, MV, and LV levels and include them in the
operaƟonal network management.
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ITALY
Market Structure

The publicly listed company Terna owns
and operates most of the transmission
grid in Italy under a natural monopoly; the
distribution grid is managed by DSOs
under a state concession regime.

Electricity Consumed (2013)

297,000 GWh

Peak Demand (2013)

53,942 MW

System Type

Synchronous European Grid (34 European
countries connected)

Electricity Fuel Mix (2013)

Thermal
Hydro
Other RES

Installed Power (2013)

125,000 MW (net), 129,000 MW (gross)

Interconnection

Italy is interconnected to France, Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia, and Greece; a new
high-voltage direct current interconnection is planned between Italy and Montenegro.

Contact

Simone Maggiore
RSE S.p.A. - Ricerca sul Sistema Energetico
simone.maggiore@rse-web.it

72.4%
17.8%
9.8%

This case is a shortened version of the full report (with original sources), available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=6683276&tag=1
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CASE
Project name:

Introduc on of ToU tariﬀ
Italian AEEG1

Leading organiza on:
Tariﬀ introduc on:
Type of project:

2011
Commercial

CASE HIGHLIGHTS
Time-of-Use (ToU) tariﬀs reduce the complexity of the metering infrastructure and
extend the me slots, leading to incen ves for customer to adjust their consump on
during peak hours. At the same me, ToU tariﬀs protect those who are not able to
modulate their demand.
Benefits of ToU tariﬀs include the following:
•
Improve the eﬃciency of the whole Italian T&D system
•

Illustrate for customers their role in shaping their energy consump on

1

Authority for Electricity and Gas
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Introduction
The Italian Authority for Electricity and Gas (AEEG) approved the implementa on of a
mandatory Time-of-Use (ToU) tariﬀ based on two me slots for residen al customers in
Italy, star ng July 1, 2010. The introduc on of the ToU tariﬀ is the final step of a process
that was designed to progressively expose Italian customers to me-variable costs of
electricity supply. The process started several years ago with high- and medium-voltage
customers, and was extended to low voltage.
The mandatory ToU tariﬀ provides variable prices of electricity depending on the hour
of the day. Prices are higher during “peak hours” (between 08:00 and 19:00 hours
during working days) and lower during “oﬀ-peak hours” (which comprise the remaining
hours). The energy prices during peak and oﬀ-peak hours are, respec vely, higher and
lower than the corresponding value of a hypothe cal flat tariﬀ; however, the diﬀerences
between the flat and the ToU tariﬀ prices are higher at peak me than at oﬀ-peak, due
to the fact that oﬀ-peak hours occur more than twice as o en as peak hours during a
typical year. The values of energy price diﬀerences rela ve to the third quarter of 2011
are shown in the following table:
Energy price diﬀerence between flat and ToU tariﬀ during the transi on period
Peak hours
Oﬀ-peak hours

-0.592 c€/kWh
0.297 c€/kWh

Table: Price diﬀerence between flat and ToU tariﬀ2 (VAT excluded3).
The price diﬀerence between peak and oﬀ-peak hours (equal to 0.889 c€/kWh,
value-added tax [VAT] excluded) corresponds to 10% of the energy price during peak
hours; however, the other components of the tariﬀ, which do not depend on the me of
day, make the final price varia on between peak and oﬀ-peak hours much lower than
the aforemen oned 10%. The percentage decreases as the annual consump on of the
customer increases (from 7% for the lowest range of consump on to about 4% for the
highest range).
The convenience of the ToU tariﬀ with respect to the flat tariﬀ depends on the distribuon of customer consump on between peak and oﬀ-peak hours. If more than
two-thirds of the consump on is during oﬀ-peak hours (i.e., during nights or weekends),
the ToU tariﬀ is less expensive than the flat tariﬀ. Otherwise there is a cost increase.
Two-thirds of the total consump on (66.67%) is called the indiﬀerence threshold.
It should be noted that the price diﬀerence of the Italian ToU tariﬀ is extremely low in
comparison to similar tariﬀs adopted in other countries.

2
3

Deliberation ARG/elt 30/11, available at http://www.autorita.energia.it/allegati/docs/11/030-11argalla.xls
VAT is 10% for residential customers.
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Objectives and Bene its
The main goal of the ToU tariﬀ program is to improve the eﬃciency of the whole Italian
system by encouraging customers to reduce their consump on during high-demand
hours. This will lead to a decreased need to reinforce the network to handle high power
flows during peak hours.
Flat rate is the most common method to bill electricity consump on because it minimises the costs of metering and billing. However, it does not induce customers to adjust
their consump on according to the abundance or scarcity of electricity. In par cular, it
does not encourage them to lower it during high demand hours.
Conversely, real- me rates link the price paid by the customers to the real costs of electricity. This method requires a more complex metering infrastructure because consumpon needs to be recorded for each me interval with the specific price, but it allows
price signals to reach the customers in the proper way. The drawback is the fact that
customers who are unable to move their electricity consump on will face higher costs.
ToU tariﬀs serve as a middle ground. There are a certain number of me slots during the
day in which the price paid by the customers is established in advance, based on midterm (e.g., quarterly) predic ons. This allows for a less complex metering infrastructure,
and, the longer the me slots, the more averaged/smooth the price signals are. Such a
mechanism relates, to a degree, the price variability of electricity with the costs of its
supply, allowing a collabora ve response to the customers’ energy demands (the
demand response). At the same me, it rela vely protects (with regard to real me
rates) those who are not able to modulate their demand according to the price.

Project and Technology Description
The introduc on of the ToU tariﬀ for residen al customers in Italy is a significant event.
In fact, 20 million families are currently paying their electricity consump ons based on a
variable price during the day. This situa on represents an unprecedented occasion to
analyse the changes in customers’ behaviour in response to me-variable electricity
prices.
In order to assess the impact of the ToU tariﬀ in the short and medium terms on the
Italian consumers, RSE started a research project in collabora on with and under the
patronage of AEEG.
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To this aim, a group of approximately 28,000 households (the customer panel) was
selected to sta s cally represent the whole Italian popula on. Their monthly electricity
consump on data, as measured by smart meters, was collected star ng in July 2009
(i.e., one year before the introduc on of the mandatory ToU tariﬀ). This study allowed
for an analysis of the change of consump on behaviour a er the introduc on of the
transi onal ToU tariﬀ.
To improve the significance of the analysis, a restricted customer panel was selected
based on several requirements,4 and a comparison was made between the customers’
behaviour in two diﬀerent semesters that were one year apart:
•
•

Flat rate period: January 1, 2010–June 30, 2010
ToU rate period: January 1, 2011–June 30, 2011

The restricted customer panel includes 9,952 customers (i.e., about one-third of the
overall customer panel). Comparisons of the two panels showed that the restricted
customer panel had a composi on sta s cally in line with that of the customer panel, as
well as of the Italian popula on.

Community and Workforce Engagement
The ToU tariﬀ represented a strong innova on for Italian residen al customers. Hence,
AEEG decided that it should be introduced gradually: An 18-month transi on period was
scheduled from July 1, 2010 to December 31, 2011, with a limited price diﬀerence
between peak and oﬀ-peak hours (a transi onal ToU tariﬀ). A er that period, the price
diﬀerence became larger, in accordance with the compe ve market price of electricity
(the final ToU tariﬀ). In order to make customers aware, the AEEG planned an informave campaign on mass media prior to the introduc on of the ToU tariﬀ.

Current Status and Results
The monthly average percentage of consump on allocated during oﬀ-peak hours was
about 66.95% in the period with a flat rate tariﬀ (i.e., slightly above the indiﬀerence
threshold5 of 66.67%), even in the absence of any price signal provided by the tariﬀ. This
corresponded to about 55% of the customers in the “restricted customer panel.” This
group would have saved money if they had been billed with the ToU tariﬀ in the period
with flat rate.

4

They had no electricity generation systems (for example PV panels); they belonged to the “franchise market” (i.e., customers who have not signed a contract with an
energy supplier operating on the liberalised electricity market and, therefore, are subject to the regulated tariffs defined by AEEG); and they had no variations in the
contract (e.g., maximum power supplied).
5
The least amount of the total consumption allocated during off-peak hours that allowed the customer to save money with the ToU tariff with respect to the flat tariff.
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Figure 27 shows the varia on of the percentage of the monthly average consump on
alloca on during peak and oﬀ-peak hours from the period with a flat rate to the period
with the ToU tariﬀ. As can be seen, there had been a slight shi in consump on towards
oﬀ-peak hours in all months (a monthly average consump on shi of 0.83% towards
oﬀ-peak hours).

Figure 27: Varia on of consump on alloca on between peak and oﬀ-peak hours for
the consumers belonging to the “restricted customer panel.”
The percentage of consumers belonging to the restricted customer panel whose
consump on is concentrated in oﬀ-peak hours (above the indiﬀerence threshold) in the
period with the ToU tariﬀ is about 59%, an increase of about 4% with respect to the
corresponding percentage found in the period with a flat rate. This group had a small
average monthly saving equal to about 0.8 c€/month for each customer. During this
period, 61.5% of the customers shi ed their average monthly consump on towards
oﬀ-peak hours. Therefore, most residen al customers demonstrated a willingness to
modify their habits by adjus ng their consump on according to the price signal provided by the ToU tariﬀ. The average shi in consump on for each customer was approximately 0.96 kWh/month.
It is important to keep in mind that the varia on of the expense is the result of two
diﬀerent eﬀects for each customer:
•
The customer’s original consump on alloca on between peak and oﬀ-peak
hours before the applica on of the ToU tariﬀ (in the period with a flat rate) can,
by itself, make the ToU tariﬀ convenient or not.
•
The applica on of the ToU tariﬀ (in the period with the ToU tariﬀ) can have
induced the customer to shi his/her consump on from peak to oﬀ-peak hours,
in accordance with the price signal.
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The combina on of both the above factors can determine a cost increase or decrease for
the customer, with respect to what he/she would have paid with a hypothe cal flat tariﬀ
in the second period (with the ToU tariﬀ).
The resul ng average monthly savings of less than 1 c€ might seem quite low at a first
glance, but it must be compared with the maximum achievable monthly savings of a
customer hypothe cally capable of concentra ng all his/her consump on during
oﬀ-peak hours: in such a case, the savings would be equal to about 29 c€/month.6 Of
course, such a case is una ainable; a more realis c scenario would be achieving a
consump on alloca on during oﬀ-peak hours of 70%, which would yield average savings
around 2.8 c€/month.
It should be emphasised that the moderate savings are also due to the low price diﬀerence between peak and oﬀ-peak hours.
Customer behaviour following the ToU tariﬀ was mixed and not classifiable in a single
category. There are, in fact, customers who responded consistently to the price signal
given by the ToU tariﬀ and customers who did not. However, more customers shi ed
their consump on from peak to oﬀ-peak hours than shi ed their consump on in the
opposite direc on; moreover, the customers who started from a disadvantaged posi on
were more responsive to the price signal given by the ToU tariﬀ than the other customers.
In Figure 28, each customer is iden fied by a single coloured dot according to his/her
consump on alloca on between peak and oﬀ-peak hours in the period with a flat rate:
green dots for customers with consump on concentrated in oﬀ-peak hours and red dots
for the others. The y-axis represents the average monthly consump on shi from peak
to oﬀ-peak hours in the period with the ToU tariﬀ, while the x-axis represents the average monthly savings in the period with the ToU tariﬀ.
Figure 28 can be further divided into six diﬀerent sectors, each defining a specific
customer behaviour as a consequence of the introduc on of the ToU tariﬀ:

6

•

A (further improvement): Customers whose consump on was ini ally concentrated in oﬀ-peak hours, who ini ally benefited from the ToU tariﬀ and who
amplified their savings by further shi ing their consump on towards oﬀ-peak
hours (about 29.2% of the total).

•

B (improvement with success): Customers whose consump on was ini ally
concentrated in peak hours, and who shi ed their consump on towards
oﬀ-peak hours. This shi let them save money with the ToU billing with respect
to the hypothe cal billing of the same consump on with a flat tariﬀ (about
12.4% of the total).

For an average annual consumption of 2,180 kWh.
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Figure 28: Customers’ classifica ons according to their behaviour in the period with
the ToU tariﬀ as a consequence of the introduc on of the ToU tariﬀ.
•

C (Gradual improvement): Customers whose consump on was ini ally concentrated in peak hours, and who shi ed their consump on towards oﬀ-peak hours;
nevertheless, the shi ed amount was not enough to let them save money with
the ToU billing with respect to the hypothe cal billing of the same consump on
with a flat tariﬀ (about 19.8% of the total).

•

D (Further worsening): Customers whose consump on was ini ally concentrated in peak hours, and who further shi ed their consump on towards peak
hours. This shi made their bill increase due to the applica on of the ToU tariﬀ
(about 11.9% of the total).

•

E (Dras c worsening): Customers whose consump on was ini ally concentrated
in oﬀ-peak hours, and who shi ed their consump on towards peak hours so as
to exceed the indiﬀerence threshold. This shi produced a cost increase in their
billing with the ToU tariﬀ with respect to the hypothe cal billing of the same
consump on with a flat tariﬀ (about 8.5% of the total).

•

F (Gradual worsening): Customers whose consump on was ini ally concentrated in oﬀ-peak hours and who shi ed their consump on towards peak hours, but
did not exceed the indiﬀerence threshold; their cost savings with the ToU tariﬀ,
with respect to the hypothe cal billing of the same consump ons with a flat
tariﬀ, would have been greater if they had not changed their behaviour (about
18.2% of the total).
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The mandatory ToU tariﬀ in Italy has improved the eﬃciency of the whole Italian T&D
system, moving approximately 1% of the residen al consump on from peak hours to
oﬀ-peak hours. In par cular, it has demonstrated the role of the customers in shaping
their energy consump on as ac ve users in order to face me-dependent electricity
costs.

Lessons Learned and Best Practices
The results show that, even if there has been a limited shi of consump on from peak
hours to oﬀ-peak hours in the period following the introduc on of the mandatory ToU
tariﬀ, the change in user behaviour is not negligible; the ToU tariﬀ in Italy has been capable of shaping users’ habits to a certain extent, according to the price signal.
The limited percentage of the shi detected (about 1%) requires some cau ousness
before deriving a defini ve conclusion about the causes underlying it. First of all, there
are two aspects that might have prevented a larger shi from occurring:
•
Consump on alloca on during oﬀ-peak hours in the residen al sector was very
close to, and some mes greater than, the indiﬀerence threshold previously
defined (two-thirds of the total consump on), even before the introduc on of
the ToU tariﬀ.
•
The price diﬀerence between peak and oﬀ-peak hours was miniscule, which
inevitably conveyed a weak price signal to the customers.
The price diﬀerence between peak and oﬀ-peak hours decreased in 2013 with respect to
2012 due to several factors, including the growing diﬀusion of distributed genera on in
Italy (mainly photovoltaic plants) and the fact that the current subdivision of the day into
diﬀerent me slots, for the sake of simplicity, does not fully reflect the order stemming
from the average of electricity market prices in the diﬀerent hours.
It is also interes ng to highlight the large variety of customers’ behaviour. Some customers radically changed their behaviour in order to comply with the dictates of the ToU
tariﬀ, while other customers moved their consump on in the opposite direc on. Moreover, it is clear that the ToU tariﬀ has caused a cost increase for some customers, but it
is not clear if and to what extent these customers are aware of the increase itself.
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In order to maximise the eﬀec veness of the ToU tariﬀ, it is advisable to systema cally
provide, in each bill, a report of the cost savings or increase achieved by the customer
with the ToU tariﬀ in comparison to a hypothe cal flat tariﬀ. There are several aspects
that should be improved to make the tariﬀ more eﬀec ve: the alloca on of the hours
between peak and oﬀ-peak should be revised, a new group of hours intermediate
between peak and oﬀ-peak ones should be introduced, and the price signal should be
increased. These changes will give more flexibility to users and will encourage them to
shi their consump on to me slots where the price is lower.

Next Steps
The analysis has con nued with the goal of determining if the consump on shi trend
persists. The response capability of consumers, in fact, should increase in the long term
as customers have me to adapt to persistent price signals by consolida ng their
consump on habits and making investments to improve their domes c energy use (e.g.,
purchasing intelligent home appliances that can be programmed by the user).
Another approach that may be used in the Italian market in combina on with the ToU
tariﬀ is cri cal peak pricing (CPP), which consists of a significant increase in the electricity price during short-dura on periods when the reserve margin is low. The higher price
diﬀerence and the shorter dura on of me intervals are the two factors that allow a
significant load shi from peak hours to be achieved with respect to ToU tariﬀs.
However, both the modifica on of the composi on of the me slots and the introducon of the CPP would require some substan al interven ons on the measurement
system. In the former case, me slots should be reprogrammed in the smart meters,
while in the la er case, reprogramming should occur close to real me when a reduc on
in the reserve margin occurs.
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SUMMARY: IMPACT OF THE ENFORCEMENT OF A
TIME-OF-USE TARIFF ON RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS
What is the project about?
The Italian Authority for Electricity and Gas (AEEG) approved the implementa on of a mandatory
Time-of-Use tariﬀ (ToU) based on two me slots for residen al customers in Italy star ng July 1,
2010. The introduc on of the ToU tariﬀ is the last step of a process that was designed to progressively expose Italian customers to me-variable costs of electricity supply. The introduc on of the
ToU tariﬀ for residen al customers in Italy is a significant event; currently, 20 million families are
paying their electricity consump on with a variable price during the day, which created an
unprecedented occasion to analyse the changes of customer behaviours in response to me-variable electricity prices. In order to assess the impact of the ToU tariﬀ on the Italian consumers in
the short and medium terms, RSE ran this research project in collabora on with, and under the
patronage of, AEEG.

Main goals
The main goal of the project was to evaluate the impact of a ToU tariﬀ on residen al customers in
Italy. In the long run, the goal is to induce the Italian customers to adjust their consump on
according to the abundance or scarcity of electricity, leading to a decreased need to reinforce the
network due to high loads during peak hours.

Current status/ meline
The ToU tariﬀ was introduced gradually, with an 18-month transi on period (from July 1, 2010, to
December 31, 2011) with a limited price diﬀerence between peak and oﬀ-peak hours (a transional ToU tariﬀ). A er this period, the price diﬀerence became larger, in accordance with the
compe ve market price of electricity (the final ToU tariﬀ).

What is the result/expected benefits of the project?
The results show that, even if there has been a limited shi of consump on from peak hours to
oﬀ-peak hours in the period following the introduc on of the mandatory ToU tariﬀ, the change in
the behaviour of the users is not negligible. The ToU tariﬀ in Italy has been capable of shaping
users’ habits to a certain extent, according to price signal. Also, the mandatory ToU tariﬀ in Italy
has contributed to improving the eﬃciency of the whole Italian system, moving a percentage of
the residen al consump on from peak hours to oﬀ-peak hours. In par cular, it has demonstrated
the role of the customers in shaping their energy consump on as ac ve users in order to face
me-dependent electricity costs.

What is next?
The analysis has con nued, with the goal of determining if the consump on shi trend persists
or not. Another approach that may be used in combina on with the ToU tariﬀ is cri cal peak
pricing, which consists of a significant increase in the electricity price during short dura on periods in which the reserve margin is low. The higher price diﬀerence and the shorter dura on of
me intervals are the two factors that allow a significant load shi from peak hours to be
achieved with respect to ToU tariﬀs.
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Related Projects
There are of course many more smart grid related projects that are implemented all
over the world than the ones described in this case book.
Further informaƟon could for example be found in the SMART GRID PROJECT CATALOGUES published by ISGAN Annex 1. The catalogues are published in two parts. The
ﬁrst part lists the smart grid projects by their speciﬁed Project Main ApplicaƟon and
the second part lists them by their contribuƟon to policy goal.
Both part can be downloaded from the ISGAN webpage:
hƩp://www.iea-isgan.org/?c=5/112/366&uid=1310
Some related projects are listed on the following pages.
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RELATED PROJECTS

HVDC
StatneƩ and Energinet, Skagerrak 4:
The new link is of the HVDC Light technology and will boost transmission capacity
between the mainly hydroelectric-based Norwegian system and the wind and thermal
power-based Danish system. It will enable both networks to add more renewable energy
to their energy mix, and to use electricity more eﬃciently. The system will help overcome distance and grid constraints while ensuring robust performance, power quality
and minimal electrical losses.
hƩp://new.abb.com/systems/hvdc/references/skagerrak

American Transmission Company (ATC), Mackinac back-to-back:
200 MW back-to-back HVDC Light staƟon. The staƟon will help control power ﬂow
enhance grid stability and allow for the integraƟon of addiƟonal renewable energy
sources in the state of Michigan, U.S. The Mackinac back-to-back HVDC Light installaƟon
provides a buﬀer that can slow down and redirect large amounts of electrical power so
the regional network isn't overwhelmed.
hƩp://new.abb.com/systems/hvdc/references/mackinac

WAMS
Entergy Services, Deployment & IntegraƟon of Synchro Phasor Technology:
Project is deploying phasor measurement units (PMUs), phasor data concentrators
(PDCs), and state of the art decision support tools across Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, and non-ERCOT porƟons of east Texas (U.S.). These capabiliƟes will enhance grid
visibility of the bulk power system in near real-Ɵme, enable detecƟon of disturbances
which may produce instabiliƟes or outages, and facilitate sharing of informaƟon with
neighboring regional control areas.
hƩps://www.smartgrid.gov/project/entergy_services_inc_deployment_and_integraƟon
_synchro_phasor_technology

Power Grid CorporaƟon of India Limited (PGCIL), The Uniﬁed Real-Time
Dynamic State:
This Indian project will be the world’s largest grid Wide Area Monitoring System, with
1300 PMUs and 34 PMU data systems. This development will enable naƟon-wide monitoring of power ﬂows across the grid. Real-Ɵme data will ensure that PGCIL can intervene immediately to adjust and match electricity supply to demand.
hƩp://www.alstom.com/press-centre/2014/2/alstom-achieves-a-new-milestone-for-in
dias-secure-electrical-grid/
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SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
European Awareness System (EAS):
Launched in April 2013, and building on decades of TSO cooperaƟon, the European
Awareness System is an important collaboraƟve tool for ENTSO-E TSO members across
35 European States. It covers Scandinavia, the BalƟc States, the BriƟsh Isles and ConƟnental Europe, helping to ensure that energy consumers stay seamlessly connected
during extreme weather peaks or system failures.
hƩps://www.entsoe.eu/news-events/announcements/announcements-archive/Pages/N
ews/entso-e-members-launch-the-european-awareness-system-to-help-keep-europe-sw
itched-on.aspx

Renewables IntegraƟon Tool:
A tool which enables grid operators to use wind energy more cost-eﬀecƟvely to serve
electricity customers in Idaho and Oregon (U.S.). Renewables IntegraƟon Tool (RIT) is a
series of models and databases for forecasƟng weather condiƟons and the availability of
wind energy resources.
hƩp://energy.gov/sites/prod/ﬁles/2014/09/f18/IPC-SGIG-casestudy-Sep2014.pdf

SMART SUBSTATION
ImplementaƟon of process bus soluƟons increases staƟon capabiliƟes:
Powerlink Queensland, Australia is undertaking several projects trialing the implementaƟon of IEC 61850-9-2 process bus to establish a valuable understanding of the technology developments and further reﬁne the technology road map for implementaƟon of IEC
61850 process bus.
hƩp://tdworld.com/transmission/australia-leads-process-bus
hƩp://www05.abb.com/global/scot/scot221.nsf/veritydisplay/afe7d21128b68e1fc125
7c12004cb9aa/$ﬁle/1kha-001356-loganlea-2012-2-en.pdf

Third Party Tools for IEC 61850 substaƟon modernizaƟon projects
VaƩenfall, Sweden, is conducƟng a pilot project developing a process for IEC 61850
substaƟon automaƟon. The pilot project demonstrates how a third-party IEC 61850 tool
can support the uƟlity in eﬃciently structuring informaƟon during the speciﬁcaƟon as
well as reviewing and documenƟng IEC 61850 deliverables. To get the full beneﬁt of IEC
61850, VaƩenfall has realized that all aspects of the standard need to be considered.
hƩp://www.pacw.org/no-cache/issue/december_2014_issue/lessons_learned/third_p
arty_tools_for_iec_61850_substaƟon_modernizaƟon_projects.html
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RELATED PROJECTS

ACTIVE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
Grid4EU:
The project aims at tesƟng in real size some innovaƟve system concepts and technologies in order to highlight and help to remove some of the barriers to the smart grids
deployment. It focuses on how DSOs can dynamically manage electricity supply and
demand, which is crucial for integraƟon of large amounts of renewable energy and
empowers consumers to become acƟve parƟcipants in their energy choices.
hƩp://www.grid4eu.eu/;
hƩp://www.iea-isgan.org/?c=5/112/366&uid=1310 (annex 1 project catalogue part 1)

IGREENGrid:
The IGREENGrid project focuses on increasing the hosƟng capacity for Distributed
Renewable Energy Sources in power distribuƟon grids without compromising the reliability or jeopardizing the quality of supply. The project is related to already exisƟng
demonstraƟons and the invesƟgaƟon of replicability and scalability of the developed
soluƟons.
hƩp://www.igreengrid-fp7.eu/

CUSTOMER ACTIVATION
Electricity Supply Board - Networks (IE), CER NaƟonal Smart Metering
Plan:
The project assessed: the impact of Time of Use pricing and billing/informaƟon sƟmuli
on the customer behavior; and the available technologies for AMI roll out in an Irish
context. The outcomes of both were factored into the cost beneﬁt analysis for the full
roll out of AMI in Ireland.
hƩp://www.cer.ie/en/informaƟon-centre-reports-and-publicaƟons.aspx?arƟcle=c03ae
bf5-8048-456c-ba8b-33a79319a818
hƩp://www.iea-isgan.org/?c=5/112/366&uid=1310

Reforming the Energy Vision
The New York Public Service Commission (U.S.) announced 2014 a plan called Reforming
the Energy Vision. This iniƟaƟve will lead to regulatory changes that promote more
eﬃcient use of energy, deeper penetraƟon of renewable energy resources such as wind
and solar, wider deployment of “distributed” energy resources, such as micro grids,
on-site power supplies, and storage. These changes, in turn, will empower customers by
allowing them more choice in how they manage and consume electric energy.
hƩp://www3.dps.ny.gov/W/PSCWeb.nsf/All/26BE8A93967E604785257CC40066B91A?
OpenDocument
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Acronyms and Abbrevations
AC
AMI
BMS
CIM
CSC
CT
DC
DER
DG
DLR
DMS
DR
DSSE
DSTS
DSO
EV
FACTS
GIS
GPS
HVDC
HVT
ICT
IED
IGBT
LV
LVGC
MV
NIS
NCIT
OHL
OLTC
PAC
PDC
PMU
POC
PSS
PT
PV
RES
RTU
R&D

alternaƟng current
automaƟc metering infrastructure
business management system
common informaƟon model
current source convertor
current transformer
direct current
distributed energy sources
distributed generaƟon
dynamic line raƟng
distribuƟon management system
demand respons
distribuƟon system state esƟmator
distribuƟon strain and temperature sensing
distribuƟon system operator
electric vehicles
flexible AC transmission system
geographic informaƟon system
global posiƟoning system
high voltage direct current
high voltage technology
informaƟon and communicaƟon technology
intelligent electronic device
insulated gate bipolar transistors
low voltage
low voltage grid controller
medium voltage
network informaƟon system
non convenƟonal instrument transformers
over head line
on-load tap changer
protecƟon and control
phasor data concentrator
phasor measurement unit
proof of concept
power system stabilizer
power transformer
photovoltaic
renewable energy sources
remote terminal unit
research and development
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVATIONS

SCADA
SVC
TO
ToU
TSO
T&D
VSC
VVC
WAMPAC
WAMS
XLPE

supervisory control and data acquisiƟon
staƟc var compensaƟon
transmission owner
Ɵme of use
transmission system operator
(power) transmission and distribuƟon
voltage source convertor
voltage/var controller
wide area monitoring, protecƟon and control
wide area measurement systems or wide area monitoring systems
cross linked polyethylene
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